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ADVOCACY OR FOLLY: THE ALLEGED
LUNATICS' FRIEND SOCIETY, 1845-63
by
NICHOLAS HERVEY*
Someofthenameswehaveseenannouncedsuggesttousthepossibilitythatthepromotersofthis
scheme are not altogether free from motives of self-preservation ... we think they should be
satisfied to takecareofthemselves, without tenderingtheirservicestoallwhohappentobeinthe
same position. (The Times, 27 March 1846.)
Throughout its history, the Alleged Lunatics' Friend Societyl attracted gratuitous
abusefromthepopularpressandmedicaljournals. Itfailedtomobilizepublicsupport
and was constantly treated with disdain by those authorities responsible for the care
and treatmentoflunatics. Nevertheless, itmadeasubstantialcontribution topatients'
rights and in many other respects was a distinguished predecessor to organizations
such as the Lunacy Law Reform Association,2 the National Society for Lunacy
Reform,3 and, more recently, MIND. Little has been written about the ALFS and its
members, but their interest in the field of mental health was catholic, and their
persective wider than has been generally acknowledged. Kathleen Jones portrayed
their activities within a narrow legalistic framework, and suggested that they
exaggerated theextent towhich sanemembers ofthepublicwereforciblyincarcerated
in defiance of the laws.4 This opinion has been echoed elsewhere, but does not
representwideraspectsoftheSociety'scampaign,whichsoughttoeffectchangesinthe
way lunatics wereperceived andtreated. Parry-Jones didconcede that the Societywas
"not unimportant", but he too saw it as having a circumscribed role related to civil
liberties.5 Theobject ofthisarticle istopresent amoredetailed accountofthe Society,
*Nicholas Hervey, BA, 58 Old Dover Road, Blackheath, London SE3 8SY.
I Hereinafter referred to as ALFS.
2 This association was extremely polemical, and was led by Louisa Lowe, a vicar's wife, who had been
incarcerated by her husband because ofher spiritualism. She had left him and claimed he was trying to get
hold ofher property. Founded in 1873, it died out around 1885.
3 This Society started life as the National Council for Lunacy Reform, and was founded following two
privateconferences ontheissueoflunacyreform heldatthe MinervaCafeon29Apriland 19 May 1920. Its
objects were: to promote research into the causes ofmental instability; to investigate the present system of
careandtreatment,anditsresults; tosecuretheprovisionofhostelsforearlycases; tosafeguardthelibertyof
thesubject; toreducetheburdenofever-increasingasylumexpenditure; andtoeducatepublicopiniononthe
subject of mental disorder. It was clearly influential in securing a Royal commision in 1926, and was
disappointed by subsequent legislation in 1929. It had branch organizations outside London, and included
two members who wrote books on the asylum system, J. E. Parley and Dr. M. Lomax. (There are three
minute books for this Society held at the offices of MIND, 22 Wimpole Street, London. It was based in
London variously at 32/33 Avenue Chambers, Southampton Row; 90 Avenue Chambers; and 44Wimpole
Street.)
4 K. Jones, Mental health andsocialpolicy 1845-19S9, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1960, p. 35.
s William LI. Parry-Jones, The trade in lunacy: astudyofprivatemadhouses in Englandin theeighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972, pp. 89-98.
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its history and aims, and provide a corrective to the view that it had a relatively
insignificant impact on the development ofnineteenth-century psychiatric practice. It
is a mistake to see this organization as solely, or even primarily, concerned with the
issue of certification. Certainly, it was anxious to improve some aspects of the
admission process. In particular, the Society hoped ajury trial before admission and
moredetailedmedicalcertificateswouldpreventcollusioninwrongfulincarceration of
the sane. Equally important, however, were the provision of an effective appeal
structure against confinement and automatic review of the necessity for continued
detention. Historians, by concentrating on a few noted cases ofillegal confinement,6
have obscured many important features ofthe Society's campaign, notably its role as
alterego tothe LunacyCommission, itsinfluence onlegislativechange, itsexposureof
bad asylums, and its attempt to raise public consciousness of the threat psychiatric
practice posed to civil liberties generally.
Before examining these issues further, I shall outline developments before the
mid-nineteenth century that constitute a backdrop to public concern about
certification, wrongful detention of the sane, and ill-treatment of the insane. Later
sections will cover the personnel and objectives ofthe Society, and its four avenues of
campaign: Parliament, the courts, the local magistrates, and public meetings and
lectures. Finally, IshallexaminetheSociety'srelationswiththemedicalprofessionand
the Lunacy Commission, and assess its contribution to psychiatric practice.
BACKGROUND
In 1763, an article in the Gentleman's Magazine mentioned innocents being
"decoyed" into private madhouses, "stripped by banditti", and "forcibly reduced by
physic". Such emotive language fuelled publicdisquiet aboutmadhouses and theease
withwhichunscrupulouspartiescouldconfineapersonforlife, withoutappeal. Defoe
had been among the first to question the practice of these institutions in Augusta
Triumphans(1728). Heattacked thewayhusbands wereable to confine theirwives for
the most spurious of reasons, and suggested that madhouses should be regularly
inspected.7Subsequently, Smollettstokedthefirewithhisnovel, SirLauncelotGreaves
(1762). Inthis, the eponymoushero againcomplained ofillegal confinement, but also
ofthelow-bred,mercenarybarbarians whomadealivingfromasylums.8 Significantly
for future controversy concerning involuntary detention, Sir Launcelot also
highlighted the problem of delineating boundaries between sanity and madness,
professing that he thought "one half of the nation mad-and the other not very
sound". These boundaries wereshifting, as MacDonald has shown, with theeducated
elite gradually abandoning their beliefs in divine inspiration and demonology during
6The cases ofTurner, Leech, and Ruck in 1858 have been widely quoted, and also that of Frederick
Windham in 1861. See J. L. and B. Hammond, LordShaftesbury, London, Constable, 1923, pp. 204-208.
Also. P. McCandless, 'Liberty and lunacy: the Victorians and wrongful confinement', in A Scull (editor),
Madhouses, mad-doctors andmadmen: thesocialhistory ofpsychiatry in the Victorian era, London, Athlone
Press, 1981.
7 D. Defoe, Augusta Triumphans: or, the way to make London the mostflourishing city in the universe,
London, 1728, pp. 30-34. The history ofex-patients campaigning against the practices ofmadhouses also
started at this time. See A. Cruden, The London citizen exceedingly injured: or aBritish inquisition display'd,
London, T. Cooper, 1739.
8 T. Smollett, The adventures ofSir Launcelot Greaves, London, 1762, vol. 2, pp. 228-230.
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the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.9 As madness increasingly fell
within the purview of physicians, rather than lay and clerical healers, the former
becamerecognized asthemajorgroupdefiningandlegitimatinginsanity, eventhough
they still had no official status in that respect. As the number ofmadhouses grew, the
need foranoffical group tocarry outidentificationandcommittalprocedures became
increasingly evident.10
Following earlier misgivings about private asylums, an Act of 1774 prescribed a
rudimentarycertification system.Thisappliedonlytoprivatepatients,leavingpaupers
unprotected." 1 Thenewlawempowered anyonedeclaringhimselftobeanapothecary,
surgeon, orphysician tosignacertificate, butmanyofthesemenwereunqualified and
inexperienced. Indeed aslate as 1850, manymedical menhad little ornoexperience of
mentalillness, andcivillibertariansbecameincreasinglyworriedbythis. McCandless's
work has admirably illustrated that the conspiracy theory ofillegal confinement does
not stand up to investigation in most cases.12 Lord Shaftesbury,13 Chairman ofthe
Lunacy Commission, always felt that there were few deliberately engineered
confinements ofthe sane, anditwasprobablyonly thepress thatsuggested otherwise.
McCandless has demonstrated that most dubious confinements were the result of
ignorance, incompetence, or carelessness. One exception to this rule was the
certification ofsane persons to help themescape therigours ofthecriminal law,14and
more often than not this wasinspired bymotives ofhumanity to prevent a sentence of
capital punishment being carried out.15
It was not these cases which worried civil libertarians, but those that illustrated the
incompetence of medical practitioners as diagnosticians. Many doctors relied too
heavily on subjectively determined symptoms when deciding whether or not to
certify.16ThecasescitedbyMcCandlessshowthatevidenceofmadbehaviourgiven in
9 M. MacDonald, Mystical Bedlam: madness, anxiety, and healing in seventeenth-century England,
Cambridge University Press, 1981, passim.
10 For adescription ofthis process see D. J. Mellett, Theprerogative ofasylumdom, New York, Garland
Press, 1983, introduction and pp. 187-210. Also, A. Scull, Musewns ofmadness: the social organisation of
insanity in nineteenth-century England, London, Allen Lane, 1979, ch. 5.
1 14 Geo III c49 s27. The orders forconfinement were only signed by one medical man, butthepenalty
on the madhouse owner for receiving a patient without this order was £100. Under sI, the penalty for
detaining more than one patient without a licence was £500.
12 p. McCandless, 'Insanityandsociety: astudyoftheEnglishlunacyreformmovement 1815-1870',PhD
thesis, University ofWisconsin, 1974. Also idem., op. cit., note 6 above.
13 Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th earl of Shaftesbury (1801-85), chairman of the Metropolitan Lunacy
Commission 1833-45 and of the Lunacy Commission 1845-85; commissioner on the Board of Health,
1848-54. See DNB; G. B. A. M. Finlayson, The seventh earlofShaftesbury, London, Eyre Methuen, 1981.
14 For a good example see PRO/HO45/OS/5521-the case ofthe Rev. Edmund Holmes, member ofa
notedcountyfamilyinNorfolk, whowascertified topreventhisprosecutionfortheattemptedviolationofa
twelve-year-old girl.
15 For contemporary concern with this issue, see C. M. Burnett, Crime and insanity: their causes,
connexion andconsequences, London, 1852. Also, R. Smith, Trialbymedicine: insanity andresponsibility in
Victorian trials, Edinburgh University Press, 1981, pp. 21-22.
16 Although the 1845 Care and Treatment ofLunatics Act laid down certain inquiries which should be
made on admission, there was no equivalent of the modern mental state examination. For examples of
subjectively determined symptoms, see McCandless, op. cit., note 12 above, pp. 166-203. PRO/HO44/31
letter from Perceval to the Home Secretary, Lord Normanby, 5 April 1840. Perceval remarked ofdoctors,
"there is usually muchpresumption and much false reasoning, craftily blended withunquestionabletruths,
in their statements."
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testimony before the Commissions de lunatico17 often confounded immorality,
eccentricity, and other non-conformist behaviour, with insanity. These opinions were
sometimes rejected bylayjuries, whichunderminedmedicalcredibility; theunedifying
sight of medical witnesses giving diametrically opposed evidence as to a person's
mental state further reduced public confidence. It was for this reason that libertarians
argued thatunless aperson was obviously adanger to himselforothers, he should not
beconfined. However, themedicalprofession wished toestablish theirposition assole
arbitersofnormalcyinthisprocess, andmanydoctorsunwiselyclaimed specialability
in detecting the fine shades between sanity and madness.
Thisclaimassumedprominence, as RogerSmithhasdemonstrated,'8 whenmedical
testimony was employed in trials of the criminally insane. Here, conflict between
medical and legal discourses centred, not only on the existence of insanity, but on
whether a lunatic could be responsible for his actions. There was widespread concern
that alienists, with their physicalist and hereditarian assumptions about aetiology,
were creating the impression that individuals could not be held responsible for
seriously violent or socially unacceptable behaviour, once the disease ofinsanity had
set in. Clearly, this perspective, expressed through the insanity defence, undermined
theconcept ofresponsibility andposed a threat to the retributive andmoral functions
of the law. Jurists attacked the plea as the first step on a slippery slope to moral
anarchy. Civil libertarians were notparticularly interested in theinsanity defence, but
ferventlybelievedinamuchgreaterdegreeofself-determination andresponsibilityfor
the insane. In 1851, they were full of praise for the Lunacy Commission when it
persuaded anappealcourt to accept thetestimonyoflunatics inmurder trials.19 Their
fearwas thattheincreased use ofasylumdetention forlunatics was graduallyeroding
their rights within the law. There is not room here to enter the debate on the sudden
"visibility" ofinsanityinthelateeighteenthcentury, butcontemporariesdidperceivea
problem in the growing number ofinsane,20 and the asylum appeared to provide a
solution. Expansion of the county asylum system has been represented as part of a
wider drive to incarcerate the poor and disadvantaged.2' It certainly offered
opportunities for medical superintendents to consolidate their position and for the
17 See pp. 265-266 for a description.
18 Smith, op. cit., note 15 above. Civil libertarians were in a quandary with the insanity defence, as they
generallyarguedforagreaterdegreeofresponsibility fortheinsane.Thereisnoevidence thattheyevertook
much interest in the insanity defence, but they were involved in campaigning to improve the conditions of
criminal lunatics once confined. See footnote 170 below.
19 Commissioners in Lunacy, Sixth report, pp. 17-18. The prosecution of attendant Samuel Hill was
completed when Lord Justice Campbell agreed to accept the evidence of a patient, Richard Donelly.
Campbell argued that, "the proper test mustalways be, does the lunatic understand what he is saying, and
does he understand the obligation of an oath?"
20 Richard Powell, Observations on the comparativeprevalence ofinsanity at differentperiods, London,
Woodfall, 1813; Sir Andrew Halliday, A letter to Lord Robert Seymour: with a report on the number of
lunaticsin Englandand Wales, London, Underwood, 1829. Theproblem continued topuzzlecommentators
into the mid-nineteenth century. See John Thurnam, Observations andessays on the statistics ofinsanity,
London, Simpkin Marshall, 1845; and W. A. F. Browne, What asylums were, are, and ought to be.
Edinburgh, 1837, pp. 50-55.
21 Scull, op. cit., note 10above; and Mellett, op. cit., note 10above. Manycontemporariesidentified this
process too, and notjust libertarians. See the Annual Report of Kent County Asylum Superintendent, J.
Huxley, in 1861/2, p. 20.
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LunacyCommission todevelop. Bothhadavestedinterest inmoreasylums, and both
undermined traditional forms ofcarewithin the family by stressing the need forearly
removal from the home environment.22 This trend worried libertarians, who disliked
the ease with which behaviour was being defined as sufficiently disturbed to justify
detention, and questioned the benign view reformers had of the new asylums.
In the past two decades, a new tradition in psychiatric history has undermined
previous accounts of a progressive scientific objectivity and humanitarianism in
treatment. Foucault23 questioned the benevolent light in which Tuke's moral
treatmentatYorkhadbeencast, andsubsequently, Rothmanand Scullhaveexplored
theelementofsocialcontrolinherentintheestablishmentofasylums, identification of
patients, and their treatment.24 These studies suggest that we may need to look more
closely athow patients' freedoms werecompromised as a new system ofcareevolved.
It is evident that by 1850, despite continuing fears of illegal confinement, most
Victorians supported involuntary detention, fearing the consequences of allowing
lunatics to remain at large. The problem remained how to feel secure that the right
peoplewerebeingconfined, anditwasnotclearwhetherthemedicalprofessioncould
be entrusted with this decision. Wilkie Collins, Henry Cockton, and Charles Reade,
heirs to Defoe and Smollett,25 all fed publicuncertainty with theirnovels, drawing on
thewell-publicized periodiclunacyscares.26Theycastdoubt onthemotivesofasylum
proprietors and highlighted the way doctors made arrangements to supply particular
asylums with patients.27 Only stringent certification procedures, better qualified
doctors, and regular asylum visitation could redress abuses in the system, but their
preoccupation withwrongful confinement prevented a more sophisticated analysis of
the way mad people were perceived and treated.
Selectcommittees before 1827,28 whichuncovered significant abuse ofpatients, did
22 R. G. Hill, A lecture on themanagement oflunaticasylums, London, 1839, pp. 4-5; Commissioners in
Lunacy, Further report, 1847, pp. 118-119.
23 Michel Foucault, Madnessandcivilization, London, Tavistock, 1979, ch. 9. Foucault's suggestionthat
mechanical restraint had merely been replaced with more terrifying internal restraints that patients were
asked toimpose on themselves through theinternalization ofsociety's values, is similar to thefeeling many
libertarians expressed.
24 Scull, Op. cit., note 10 above; and David Rothman, Thediscovery oftheasylum, Boston, Mass., Little
Brown, 1971. Rothman's critique ofJacksonian society and attempt to separate the American experience
from Europe's, arelessconvincing. SeeA. Scull, 'Thediscovery oftheasylumrevisited: lunacyreforminthe
new American republic', in Scull (editor), op. cit., note 6 above. The idea that causal links between the
increasing "civilization" of society and the growth of insanity remained popular amongst alienists in
Americaafteritsdisappearance inBritain, isuntrue. CivillibertariansincludingtheALFS,certainlyposited
a link between the two in nineteenth-century England.
25 Wilkie Collins, The woman in white, London, 1860; Henry Cockton, Valentine Fox, London, 1840;
Charles Reade, Hardcash, London, Routledge, 1905 (1st ed., 1863).
26 Reade resented suggestions thathemerely relied on sensationalized newspaper accounts for his novel.
InanarticletotheDailyNews,23October 1863, hestatedthatherelied"mainlyontheprivatecases,whicha
large correspondence with strangers, and searching inquiry amongst my acquaintances have revealed to
me ... toshowyouhowstrongI am, IdonotrelyatallondisputablecaseslikeNottidge, Ruckand Leech."
Fromtherangeofcaseshementionsinthisarticleandasubsequent one tothePallMallGazette(17January
1870), he had evidently gathered a wide range ofmaterial.
27 See the case ofGeorge Boddington, MD, inPRO/HO45/OS/6686, mentioned in McCandless, op. cit.,
note 6 above. Also Br. med. J., 1857, i: 52, for an example ofadvertising for this kind of arrangement.
28 In 1807 and 1815/16.
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notlead tocontrols,29andsafeguardsinstitutedin 1828werewoefullyinadequate. The
Metropolitan Lunacy Commission provided a more efficient inspectorate in London,
butelsewherelocalmagistratescontinuedtoberesponsibleforlicensingandvisitation.
Certificates were at last introduced for paupers, and those for private patients
improved, but in practice many ofthe new provisions proved worthless.30 Madhouse
ownerscontinued tocertify theirownpatients,31 and theprocess fordischargingthose
held illegally was unnecessarily cumbersome.32 In the provinces, justices sometimes
failed to visit asylums at all, ormade only the most perfunctory inspections. Reforms
wereclearly needed, and afull-time Lunacy Commission was setup in 1845, underthe
CareandTreatmentofLunaticsAct. Thiswill bediscussed later, butitisimportant to
acknowledge here the failure ofprevious administrative measures to protect patients'
rights. Civil libertarians certainly wished to point out loopholes in the law that could
lead to wrongful confinement, but increasingly they became concerned at the way
mental illness was perceived in Victorian society, and the implication that custodial
care was the only really appropriate way to treat the insane. We must now turn to a
closer examination of their contribution.
"A NUCLEUS ATrENDED BY A SPLENDID TRAIN OF SUPPORTERS"33 -THE PERSONNEL,
OBJECTIVES AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIETY
In 1838, Richard Paternoster, a former clerk in the Madras Civil Service was
released from Dr Finch's madhouse at Kensington after a confinement of forty-one
days.34 His seizure and detention had followed disagreement with his father over
money. On discharge, he advertised in The Times for fellow sufferers tojoin him in a
campaign to redress abuses in the madhouse system. He was joined by four men
initially, the most important ofwhom was John Thomas Perceval the fifth son ofthe
assassinated prime minister, and younger brother of Spencer Perceval, the
29 Aseriesofbillswereputforward between 1813and 1819,whichareworthyofcloserexaminationonthe
lines 0. MacDonagh employed in his study of the Passenger Acts. The clauses proposed included the
tightening up of medical qualifications for those signing certificates and the appointment of specially
approved doctors for the purpose. Many other ideas were lost, only to be laboriously rediscovered by later
administrators, or form part ofthe ALFS's campaign. PP 1813-14 (204), 1, 411, p. 16 and (267), 1, 439,
Clause D.
30 Anon-paupercouldonlybeadmitted onthecertificatesoftwodoctors,whohadvisitedhimseparately
withinfourteendaysofeachother. ApaupercouldbeadmittedontheorderoftwoJPs,orofanoverseerand
the officiating clergyman ofthe parish, accompanied in either case by a certificate signed by a doctor. The
Act also prohibited doctors certifying patients for any asylum in which they had a financial interest or of
which they were regular medical attendants. 9 Geo IV, c4I, ss XXX and XXXI.
31 In Kent, a county where the magistrates did visit, admission records for West Malling Madhouse
illustrate this. Between 1828 and 1834, GeorgePerfect, visitingmedical officer, who had a financial interest
in the asylum, signed four certificates of admission. Kent CRO/QALp/5.
32 9Geo IVc41 s37dictated thattwenty-onedayselapse betweeneachofthreevisits to thepatientbefore
he could be discharged. As the magistrates only inspected four times a year, this could mean at least 4j
months' confinement before discharge if a patient was admitted soon after their visit.
33 The Times, 16 April 1846.
34 Richard Paternoster, described as "an uncorrected heartless ruan... low in mind and coarse in
language" byShaftesbury, was onlydischarged by theMetropolitan Lunacy Commissioners on asplitvote
of6 to4. (Diaries ofthe7thearl ofShaftesbury, National RegisterofArchives, SHA/PD2, 3 October 1838.)
Paternoster subsequently wrote The madhouse system, London, 1841. For further details see Parry-Jones,
op. cit., note 5 above.
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Metropolitan LunacyCommissioner.35 BothJohn and Spencer adopted theirfather's
evangelical fervour, and in 1830 joined the Irvingite Church.36 The following year,
John became involved in the miracles at Row, where he witnessed talking in tongues
and other strange phenomena. Even at this stage, fellow community members felt his
behaviour waserratic and unpredictable. In December 1831, hewentto Dublinwhere
he developed an acute psychotic illness. Spencerarranged his return from Irelandand
placedhimatBrislingtonHouse,aprivateasyluminBristol,runbyEdwardLongFox.
It had been purpose-built as a madhouse and was known as one of the foremost
institutions ofits kind. Dr Fox, a Quaker, had even been invited to treat George III,
such was his reputation, and yet Perceval had hardly a good word to say about the
asylum.37 In 1832, he was moved to Ticehurst, in Sussex, another private asylum,
which enjoyed an even higher reputation, treating many members ofthe aristocracy.
He remained there until his discharge in 1834.38
Perceval claimed that his care in these asylums, especially at the former, had been
barbarous. Heallegedthat hewas forced touse aclysterinhisbrother'spresence, was
keptinastrait-waistcoat, washitaroundthehead,pulled bythenose, andhadhishair
cutinaludicrousfashion.39 BothPaternosterandPercevalpublished accountsoftheir
experiences. These were to prove a handicap to the ALFS because they alienated the
medical profession. The main thrust of Perceval's argument was that Fox had not
treatedhim asagentleman oranindividual. Hewasbarredfrom anydiscussion about
his treatment, and when he challenged Fox's methods he was punished with solitary
confinement, the strait-jacket, or a cold bath. Clearly, Perceval had been very
disturbed on admission, butthis does notinvalidate hiscriticisms, whichillustrate the
lack of dialogue between doctor and patient. He and Paternoster also upset the
Metropolitan Lunacy Commission and local magistrates by exposing frailties in the
inspectorial system. In 1840, Percevalwrotethatmagistrates "knowwhatgentlemanly
feelingis,andthewantsofagentleman, andyet,yearafteryeartheyvisittheasylumsin
which patients are, and see the painfully indelicate situation in which they are placed,
and yet do not once take pains to put themselves in the patient's place and ask
themselves how they would like 'to be treated even for a week ... in the same
35 SeeRichard HunterandIdaMacalpine, 'JohnThomasPerceval(1803-76),patientandreformer', Med.
Hist., 1962,6:22-26. Percevalwasauthorof: Anarrativeofthetreatmentexperiencedbyagentlemanduringa
state ofmental derangement, 2 vols., London, Effingham Wilson, 1838 and 1840; Letters to Sir James
Graham upon thereform ofthe lawaffecting the treatment ofpersonsallegedtobeofunsoundmind, London,
1846; A letter to the Secretary ofStatefor the Home Department upon the unjust andpettifogging conduct of
the Metropolitan Commissioners in Lunacy in the caseofagentleman lately under theirsurveillance, London,
1844.
36 TheCatholicApostolicChurchwasfounded inthelate 1820s,andinspiredbytheteachingsofEdward
Irving (1792-1834). It developed from a revivalist circle which gathered round Henry Drummond
(1786-1860), who built a church on his estate at Surrey. Drummond was a keen supporter ofthe ALFS.
37 Edward Long Fox 1761-1835. MD Edinburgh 1808, MD Oxford 1835. Physician to Bristol Royal
Infirmary 1816-43; 1792-1804 proprietor of Cleeve Hill Madhouse; 1804-35 proprietor of Brislington
House. For invitation to treat George III, see BristolEvening Post, 23 March 1960, p. 8. Also Parry-Jones,
op. cit., note 2 above, chs. 3 and 4.
38 Fordetailsseeibid. Also,C. Mackenzie, 'Socialfactorsintheadmission,dischargeandcontinuingstay
ofpatients at Ticehurst Asylum, 1845-1917', in W. F. Bynum, R. Porter, and M. Shepherd (editors), The
anatomy ofmadness: essays in the history ofpsychiatry, 2 vols., London, Tavistock, 1985.
39 Perceval (1838), op. cit., note 35 above, pp. 12-22. Perceval also claimed he was denied paper for the
privy, and saw keepers half-strangling another patient.
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manner."40 Manyconsidered thatPercevalhad brokenranks in thusexposinghis own
class, and Lord Raglan remarked that it was evident he did not care what he said.
Shaftesbury, a Harrow contemporary ofPerceval's, also felt that he was telling tales
out of school and remained reluctant publicly to acknowledge his existence
thereafter.4'
Paternoster and Perceval were joined in 1839 by William Bailey, an inventor who
had spent five years in madhouses,42 Captain Richard Saumarez, RN,43 who had two
insane brothers under the court of Chancery, and Dr John Parkin,44 another
ex-patient. This group petitioned the Home Secretary, Lord John Russell, to discover
what measures the government weredrawing up to reform theexisting laws.45 Having
received the reply that he could offer them no information on the subject, they began
their campaign to secure a Select Committee. Successive Home Secretaries were
bombarded with advice, petitions, and legislative proposals,46 and the help ofradical
MP Thomas Wakley47 was enlisted. In 1842, they provided the only challenge to
Granville Somerset's bill widening the scope ofthe Lunacy Commission, arguing that
it was asking an inefficient body to report on its own proceedings. They suggested the
Commission was bound to give a favourable account of its own efforts, and
recommended an independent inquiry. By 1845, with the virtual reappointment ofthe
old Commission, it had become clear that the group required a greater degree of
organization. A meeting was arranged for 7 July 1845, at which a permanent,
40 Ibid., p. 6.
41 PRO/MEPOL3/20. Raglan to R. Mayne, Commissioner of Police, 44 May 1850. Perceval had
admitted as much in 1846 in a letter to Peel, stating that he had expressed his opinions "without respect to
persons or to my future prospects-and this is my only merit." (British Museum, Add.MSS, Peel Papers,
40,582, f 91.) He continued the school allusion in 1861, remarking of Shaftesbury's Commission, which
allowed the withholding of patients' correspondence: "I feel so indignant at this under the plausible
superintendence ofLord Shaftesbury-that I sometimes can scarcely believe that he is the man that was
educatedwith usatHarrow-thatgentlemanlyandpublicspiritedschool." (PRO/HO45/OS/7102, Perceval
to George Clive, 9 May 1861.)
42 ForanaccountofWilliam Bailey, seehispetitiontotheCommons, HC, SupplementtotheVotes 1845,
Vol. 2, pp. 1144-1145. Also Perceval (1846), op. cit., note 35 above, letter concerning a Mr B[ailey]. Bailey
was also an overseer in the parish ofSt Giles-in-the-Fields and as such was involved in care ofthe pauper
insane.
43 Richard Saumarez 1791-1866. (Son ofRichard 1746-1835, the surgeon and prolific polemical writer
on medical education and the duties of medical corporations.) Town Councillor at Bath; guardian of St
Luke's, Chelsea; FRS. Author: An address on the laws oflunacyfor the consideration of the legislature,
London, 1854; The laws oflunacy, and their crimes, as they affect all classes ofsociety, London, 1859.
44John Parkin MRCSE 1822, Fellow Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, London; surgeon in the
East India Co., surgeon to the General Annuity and Endowment Association, fellow member ofPerceval's
at the Parthenon Club, Regent Street. Author ofpapers and books on tropical disease and the state ofthe
profession.
4S PRO/HO44/33, letter to Russell, 30January 1839. Infact, Perceval had been in trouble with the Home
Office before thisforliterature distribution calculated toinflame thelowerorders. (HO40/40, 20June 1838.)
46 HO44/49, PercevaltoNormanby 5April 1840; BM,Add.MSS,Peel,40426,f243,8May 1839,Perceval
to Peel; and 40523, f397, 26 January 1843, Saumarez to Peel. In 1839, there were petitions from Perceval,
Saumarez, and the Parish ofSt Luke's, Chelsea. Perceval and Bailey petitioned in 1842, and in 1845, there
were seventeen petitions inspired by this group.
47Thomas Wakley (1795-1862) MRCS 1823. Founded the Lancet in 1823. MP Finsbury 1823-62.
Middlesex Coroner 1839-62. Wakley had aparticular interest in thissubject, because he had anephew, Mr
Townsend, who had beenconfined at Southall Parkasylum. (Diaries ofAlexander Morison, RoyalCollege
of Physicians of Edinburgh, 24 April 1849.)
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non-sectarian, and apolitical organization was established. The objectives that
emerged during the first year were: tocampaign forchanges in the lunacy laws, which
would reduce the likelihood of illegal incarceration and improve the condition of
asylums; to offer help to discharged patients, and toconvert the public to anenlarged
viewofChristiandutiesandsympathies. Mostimportantofall, theSocietyannounced
it would henceforth exist to forward any matters the Commission might overlook.48
This superior attitude did not endear the Society to the public, and its extensive brief
wasundermined bystrategicalerrors. First, bymakingtheunfortunateantecedents of
several ofits members a matter forpride, rather than distaste, the Society reduced its
credibility as a rational force. In addition, its fearless exposure of upper-class
sensibilities regarding the privacy of this subject intimidated the very groups that
normallypatronizedcharitableorganizations. Italsobecameamatterofprinciplethat
the stigma attached to ex-asylum inmates should never be a barrier to normal
integration. Perhaps the situation demanded the adoption of this more extreme
position but the Society's hard-line approach was compounded by a further error of
judgement: alignment with radical political circles, which reduced its support both in
and outofparliament. Finally, itsendorsement oflocalistviews, such as those held by
ToulminSmith,antagonizedtheLunacyCommission,whichwascommitted tosetting
up a central repository ofexpertise in this field.49 Thus the Society's ends were often
hampered, ifnotdefeated, byits means, although thisexplanation forits failuresdoes
not do justice to the opposition generated by the novelty of its proposals.
The general philosophy of the ALFS stemmed from traditional appeals to
Anglo-Saxon law, Magna Carta, the writings of Edward Coke, and more
controversially, Paineite concerns with the right ofindividuals to certain inalienable
freedomswithinthewelfareofsocietyasawhole.50Eachpatientshouldhaveavoicein
his confinement and care, and access to legal representation. Perceval led the way,
attackingthe newforms ofmoral treatment as animposition ofsociety's values on the
individual. In 1845, he remarked, "the glory of the modern system is repression by
mildness and coaxing, and by solitary confinement." He expressed suspicion of the
tranquilitysofrequentlyadmiredbytheCommissionersinasylums,andsuggestedthat
patients were first crushed, "and then discharged to live a milk sop existence in
48 In 1859, Perceval stated that the foundation ofthe Society was chiefly due to Mr Luke Hansard. An
examinationoftheHansardPapers suggests that Lukemayhavehadadaughteroradaughter-in-lawcalled
Mary Ann who was mentally disturbed and boarded with a Mrs Aveling. (Hansard papers, Southampton
UniversityLibrary, AcctsandMSS, LF780Uni/103.)TheinformationabouttheALFS'saimsistakenfrom
apamphletdated 1846. SeveralsourcesincludingJones(op.cit., note4above)andParry-Jones(op.cit.,note
5above)quotetheSocietyasproducingpamphletsin 1851 and 1858. Pamphlets for 1846and 1849havealso
been found to date. These and the pamphlet dated 1851 are to be found in the Forster MSS, Victoria and
Albert Museum, Pamphlet Collection.
49 Perceval (1846), op. cit., note 35 above, letter dated June 1844. Perceval wrote, "formy own part I do
not approve of Commissions of this kind, for the administration of the laws of this country, more
particularly where they interfere with the ordinary channels of government."
50PRO/H045/OS/7102 Perceval to George Clive, 2 May 1861, appeal to Magna Carta and the universal
meaningoflawsasfoundinMontesquieu. Forcomparison,seethepetitionofWilliam MorgantotheHouse
ofLordsin 1847(JHL, LXXXIX, 1847,p. 159). Thereisaninterestingdiscussionoftheappeal totraditional
constitutional rights, especially in the context ofopposition to central government, in William Lubenow,
Thepoliticsofgovernmentgrowth:early Victorianattitudestowardstateintervention, 1833-48, Devon, David
& Charles, 1971, passim.
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society".51 The ALFS adopted this stance too. Its first prize essay was offered for a
treatise to illustrate ways inwhich the influence ofrole and conduct in society created
"irritationsoftheWillinindividuals". In 1846,theSociety'sinitialreportalsoreflected
this preoccupation, referring to the public's condescending attitude and servile
imitation ofsociety's rules and orders, "being supposed to form and constitute them
part of the sane world, entitled to sit in judgment."52 These attitudes reflect the
presence ofanumberofex-patients withinthe Society. The Societybelievedthatmuch
mentalillnessstemmedfromthedisappointmentsandrejectionsoflife, andquestioned
the medical wisdom that patients had to be isolated from their home associations,
desiring practitioners to pay more attention to what the insane were saying.53 The
Society was keen to combat the message ofmoral treatment, which, in implying that
the mad needed re-education, perpetuated the status they had often been afforded in
thepastasaprotectivedevice, namely, thatofchildren.54Allitsproposals bespeakthe
desire that, whenever possible, lunatics should be treated as adults capable ofmaking
decisions forthemselves. Percevalcertainly believed thatmorerights ofappeal should
be built into detention procedures and feltpatients weregenerally keptill-informed of
theirlegalposition. In 1859, healsosuggested thattheywererarelygiventhechanceto
exercise their will or judgement, which had a very material effect in impeding their
recovery.55
The adherents acquired in 1845 generally endorsed the above beliefs, and did not
therefore provide a more socially acceptable membership. It is not clear how many
ordinary members the Society had,56 but there were eighteen vice-presidents, and
seventeendirectors, manyofwhomtook anactiverole. Severalofthesewerenotedfor
the singularity of their views. The MPs Thomas Wakley, Thomas Duncombe, and
William Sharman Crawford might have received support for their opposition to the
New Poor Law57 and other centralist government agencies, but their radical politics
and involvement with the Chartist movement helped brand the Society as "unsafe".
Despitetheapolitical tagandanevencomplement ofwhig/radical andtory MPs,58 the
51 Perceval (1846), op. cit., note 35 above, I August 1845; Cf. Foucault, op. cit., note 23 pp. 241-278.
52 ALFS, 1streport, Origin,progressandexpenditureoftheSociety, with itslawsandregulations, London,
W. McDowell, 1846, pp. 1-4.
53 For removal from home, see E. J. Seymour, Thoughts on the nature and treatment ofseveral severe
diseasesofthehumanbody, London, LongmanGreen, 1847,pp. 170-220. Seymouropposedthis, butmadeit
clear it was axiomatic amongst his contemporaries. For discussion, see Scull, op. cit., note 10 above, pp.
90-102. Perceval, (1840), op. cit., note 35 above, pp. XVIII.
54See N. Walker, Crimeandinsanity in England, Edinburgh University Press, 1968 ch. 2; and Smith, op.
cit., note 15 above, pp. 70-74, for discussion ofthe exemption ofmadmen from the consequences of the
criminal law, which was linked to the age ofdiscretion in children.
55 Report of the Select Committee on Lunatics, PP 1859, Sess. 2, VII, p. 20.
56 It is true that the Society was not well supported, but those who did help were often influential. In
addition to their own MPs, the ALFS received regular assistance from the following liberal-minded
parliamentarians: Lord Dudley Stuart (Marylebone), Charles Lushington (Westminster), Benjamin Hawes
(Westminster), Bernal Osborne (Dover), Lord Duncan (Bath), Sir William Tite (Bath), Mr Mitchell
(Bodmin), and Henry Drummond (Surrey). The Society probably had no more than 50-60 members.
57 A number ofmembers, including Perceval, Saumarez, and Bailey who were local Poor Law officials,
shared thisperspective. Perceval wrote toseveral MPsabout theiniquities ofseparatingmanandwifein the
workhouse in contempt ofthe solemn rites ofthe marriage ceremony, and the Society extended this to a
condemnationofseparationwithinasylums. (BM, PeelPapers,Add.MSS,40,558, f450, Perceval toPeel, 31
January 1835.)
58 About eight ofeach.
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greatercommitmentoftheformergroupgavetheSocietyadecidedlyliberalcharacter.
In fact, the conservative element tended to become influenced by its freethinking
ideology and was criticized for it. In February 1859, the Morning Post reported a
meetingchaired bythe MPBenjamin BondCabbell, atwhichseveralex-patients from
Hanwell, Colney Hatch, and Surrey County Asylums made serious allegations about
abusesinthoseinstitutions.ThePostadded, "MrCabbellwillnotforwardthecausehe
professes toadvocate bylisteningwithoutprotest, aschairman, tosuchevidentlyfalse
accusations."59 Similarly, Cabbell and R. A. ChristopherW0 presented bills in
Parliament full of major departures from traditional policy, which they might have
avoided in considering other subjects.
However, the new members did provide useful links in many spheres that involved
the insane, not least Cabbell and Christopher at Bethlem.61 These links will be
examined later, butitisclearthatthedifferentviewsmembersbroughtwiththemwere
potentially divisive. The most important new member in this respect was Gilbert
Bolden,62 a lawyer who drew together disparate elements within the Society. He
eschewedtheextremistsandthosepursuingpersonalinterests,andattemptedtoobtain
a common set of demands which would have a wider appeal. For the Lunacy
Commission he was, potentially, the most dangerous member of the Society, as it
proved lesseasy to dismiss him asa firebrand, and hewasnotidentifiable forprevious
activities. But Bolden hadhis hands full astheinitialgroup ofcampaigners expanded.
During theearly years, Perceval was still adjusting topersonalpsychiatricproblems
and his constant references to religion were deprecated by Saumarez, who felt they
"damaged the cause". But Perceval was unrepentent, believing that the Church had
abandoned this issue owing to its social delicacy.63 He continued to advocate greater
clerical involvement in the care ofthe insane, and his views were in time accepted to
somedegree bytheothers. Disagreement alsoemerged overanissuegenerallytakenas
axiomatic to the Society's philosophy, the abolition ofprivate asylums and lodgings.
Despite his own experience, Perceval remained true to his background and believed
that gentlemen should be provided with care commensurate with their station in life,
private lodgings with personal attendants.64 Barring this, moral treatment and
59 Morning Post, 3 February 1859.
60 Benjamin Bond Cabbell 1781-1874. MP St Albans 1846-7, Boston, Lincolnshire 1847-57; FRS 1837.
Robert Adam Christopher 1804-77. MP City ofEdinburgh 1831-2, North Lincolnshire 1837-57; FRS
1833; PC 1852.
61 Cabbell was also a governor ofSt Luke's Hospital. Drummond was a Surrey County Asylum Visitor.
Not all the new adherents were an asset, however. Viscount Lake 1781-1848, for instance, had been
dismissed from the Navy for gross cruelty. He did not appear to take anypartinthe Society'sactivities. The
ALFS did try to recruit members who would lend real weight to their campaign. (See Royal Society
Collection: Sir John Lubbock's Papers, LUB/A/213, letter from Luke Hansard to Lubbock, 19 August
1845.)
62 Gilbert Bolden 1801-64. A London solicitor, Bolden was admitted to the Roll of Michaelmas 1834.
Initially, he practised in Bloomsbury, and in 1841, moved to Westminster. In 1844, hisaddress wassuddenly
given as Country Attorney, Walton, Lancashire, and it isjust possible that he was an inmate ofthe asylum
there at this time. Subsequently, his address was at Craven Street, home of the ALFS.
63PRO H045/OS/7102, Perceval to the Home Office in 1861 concerning proposed lunacy legislation.
Letter to George Clive, 4 April 1861.
64 PP 1859, Sess. 2, VII, p.43. Foradescription ofthe system ofsingle lodgings, see N. Hervey, 'A slavish
bowing down: the Lunacy Commission and the psychiatric profession 1845-60', in Bynum et al. (editors),
op. cit., note 38 above.
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non-restraint were best when modified and perfected in private asylums, rather than
largepublicinstitutions. ThisranagainstthecurrentofopinionintheSociety. Perceval
however, sawclearlytheweaknessinherentinShaftesbury'sbuddingCountyAsylums.
Hefeltsmallprivateasylumsmightbeimprovedbyplacingthemingovernmenthands,
but remarked ofpublic asylums as early as 1843, "I do not think it likely a system
carried out by public officers will improve so readily as one carried out by private
hands ... I do not think a public system will be so easily impugned or corrected as a
private one, should abuses creep into it."65
As other members ofthe society came into contact with the public sector, they too
adoptedPerceval's views oftheneedtoperpetuateand improve theprivate sector. The
Society also spent a lot of time representing pauper interests, sometimes through
specific cases,66 but more often through the global rights it advocated. The difficulty
arose from the fact that these rights were located at the interface of medical
professionalism, government growth, and individual freedoms. The Lunacy
Commission, although ceding a large measure of control in county asylums to the
superintendents, was anxious to retain an ultimate veto on medical activities. This
shouldhavegivenitsomesympathywiththeSociety'sviews, butwhilstitwastruethat
individual Commissioners supported aspects ofthe Society'sprogramme,67 the Board
was wary of alienating the medical profession by curbing its powers in favour of
patients' rights. SomeoftheALFS'sideas, suchastermination ofthemedical officer's
power to detain pauper lunatics in a workhouse without any legal documentation,
were taken up bythe Board, butthesewere oftenissueswhichcausedconflict between
doctors and other members of the Society. The former comprised a small, but
influential group, who were nearly all involved in expanding the role of their
profession. Some concession had to be made to their opinion.68 It was not so much
these internal differences that handicapped the Society, as the determined opposition
totheirviewsfromvariousvestedinterests,andwemustnowturntoanexamination of
their strategy and achievements.
65 Perceval,(1846), op. cit., note 35 above, letterdated 25 January 1843. See also letter dated 31 January
1843, "I am convinced that thecollecting oflunatic patients together is a necessity to be deprecated, rather
than a principle to be admitted."
66 TheSocietyworkedonmanycasesincountyasylumsandworkhouses,appointingtheirownvisitors to
investigatecharges. ItsupportedthefoundationofcharitablefundsliketheQueen Adelaide's atHanwell(to
which both Cabbell and Saumarezcontributed) and itprovided ex-pauperpatientswith references forjobs.
ALFS, 1st annual report, pp. 1-2.
67 SamuelGaskell(1807-96)supported theideaofvoluntaryadmissions(J. Ment. Sci., 1860,6:321-327),
asdid Bryan Waller Procter(1797-1874). SeeV&A, ForsterMSS, 48 E 32, Procter to Forster 5 September
1869. W. G. Campbell (1810-81) also agreed with many ofthe Society's proposals, notably the idea that a
relativesigning theorderforanadmissionshouldhaveseenthepatientwithinthe recentpast.(PP, 1859, Sess
2, VII, p. 62).
" They included Wakley; George Alfred Walker, a notable writer and campaigner on the Metropolitan
Burials issue; Robert Barnes, an authority on the diseases of women and children, and translator of
Baillarger's Lecturesonmentaldiseases; HenryWalker, whopetitioned Parliament in 1845 about thelunacy
bills; Thomas Dickson, Superintendent of Manchester Royal Lunatic Hospital, Cheadle, Cheshire, and
author ofObservations on the importance ofestablishingpublic hospitalsfor the insane ofthe middle classes,
1852;John Parkin, seefootnote44above. Also used by theSociety were DrWm. Buchanan MD(retired) of
Cheshunt, Herts, and a Dr Pearce.
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(I) PARLIAMENT AND GOVERNMENT
I do not despair of opening Mr George Lewis's [Home Secretary] mind to the justice and
commonsense reasonableness of some of my views-more particularly if, as in Lord
Shaftesbury'sconductwithregardtotheprivatelunaticsystem, I showtheinconsistencybetween
his opinions and projects. (J. T. Perceval6)
From 1845 to 1863,Parliamentandgovernmentswerebombardedwithliteratureby
the ALFS.70 Most was directed at the Home Secretary, who, it was hoped, would use
theinformationasameansofputtingpressureuponthe LunacyCommission. In 1859,
Perceval remarked, "what has compelled me always to load Honorable Secretaries of
State with long letters? It is because ... if I write to the Commissioners, I have no
securitythat I shallhaveanuprightdecision."71 Inevitably, prolongedexposureto the
Society's beliefs proved effective, and gradually, many ofits ideas wereplagiarized by
the Board. True to a meanness ofspirit the Commissioners often displayed, and an
impoverishedsenseoftheirownsecurity, theywereafraidtoacknowledgetheoriginof
these contributions, and tacitly accepted credit for them. This is amply illustrated by
the 1845 Care and Treatment of Lunatics Act. The ALFS strenuously opposed this
measurethroughitsMPsWakley,Duncombe,andCrawford. Inparticular,itobjected
to another Commission which would invest increased power in a central authority at
the expense oflocaljurisdictions.72 Duncombe maintained the new Board would not
be sufficiently impartial to give patients a fair hearing, and referred to it as a body,
"hatefulandforeigntotheConstitution",73 addingthathewoulddividetheCommons
at every opportunity.
Shaftesbury feared Duncombe's ability to do so, and angrily believed that
Duncombe had given the subject little thought. His own carefully prepared case does
not seem to have had much appeal either. On 22 July, he wrote, "very few aided
me-none of the pious party of the House. I have received from them nothing but
emptycommendation. StrangethatsuchamanasMrDuncombeomnicorruptusvitio
should so triumph." The following day, he capitulated to ensure the safety of his
measures, and made a private accommodation with Duncombe.74 The importance of
the clauses Duncombe then obtained forthe Societyhas never beenfullyappreciated,
norhave theirorigins beenacknowledged.75 Theyinclude someofthemostimportant
safeguards forpatients in the new legislation. Amongst them areclauses insisting that
69PRO/H045/OS/7102 Perceval to Clive 55 April 1861.
70 The Society submitted petitions in 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849, and 1852.
71 PP, 1859, Sess 2, VII, p. 46.
72 DuncombeandCrawfordalsoopposedretiringpensionsforCommissionersandsuggestedareduction
in theirproposed salaries. ThelanguageusedbythesemenandothermembersoftheALFSreflectsmanyof
the preoccupations ofJoshua Toulmin Smith (1816-69), the lawyer, phrenologist, and localist champion.
See Government by commission, illegal and pernicious: the nature and effects of all commissions of
inquiry ... and the importance oflocal self-government, London, Sweet. 1849.
73 Hansard, HC, 3S, LXXXII, 16July 1845,pp. 14-15. Also,JHC, vol. C, 2, 15, and 16July 1845 forsplit
votes.
74Shaftesbury diaries, loc. cit., note 34 above, SHA/PD/4, 5, 22, and 23 July 1845.
75 Francis Offley Martin, the Charity Commissioner, made some acknowledgment, An account of
Bethlem Hospital: abridgedfrom the report ofthe late Charity Commissioners, London, William Pickering,
1853. The book was dedicated to Duncombe for his opposition to theexemption ofBethlem from the 1845
Act, and Martin sought to obtain thecontinuingsupport oftheradical Metropolitan MPs tosecurefurther
reforms.
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licensees of private asylums should reside on the premises, and that doctors should
state thefactsconcerningpatients' illnessesontheircertificates. Duncombewasunable
to obtain a coroner's inquest on all persons dying in asylums,76 as occurred in gaols,
butdidsecureastipulation thatmedical attendantsshould reportalldeathstothelocal
Registrar within forty-eight hours. Other major rights were also procured. In future,
abused or neglected patients could get a copy oftheir orders and certificates, and the
Home Secretarycould direct theprosecution ofthose illegallyconfining ormaltreating
patients.77
Theveryneed forthe Society to promote theseclauses suggests thatthelegislation of
1845 wasrushed andinadequate. Shaftesbury also rejected several goodproposals that
the Commission later legislated for, and others that could usefully have been
included.78 The Society's contribution illustrates that it had already considered the
need to legislate for an improved quality of asylum owner, and, in time, it became
concerned with all aspects ofpatient care. Draft bills were presented to Parliament in
1847, 1848, 1851, and 1853 by its MPs, and all were carefully studied by the Home
Office before being forwarded to the Commission. These bills were a curious mixture
ofoutlandish and soundproposals, a few ofwhich were adopted. In 1853, for instance,
it was mooted that bishops should be entitled to attend board meetings of the
Commissioners orVisiting Justices and vote as ex-officio members. Clearly, this could
never have been endorsed, constituting as it did, a serious abrogation of official
powers.79 Itwas this kind ofludicrous suggestion that fed the Society's opponents with
ammunition, and distracted attention from more practical ideas.
The ALFS also made a number of valuable recommendations in 1853, when new
legislation was being prepared. It wanted clauses in the act relating to patients' legal
rights displayed in the wards of every asylum, and proposed that routine medical
reports record whether inmates denied the propriety of their detention. Other useful
ideas included the following: that patients' property should have a seal placed on it the
momentthey wereconfined, only to be removed in theirpresence oranattorney's; that
licences should only be granted to proprietors ofintegrity or celebrity in treatment of
the insane, or those pioneering new advances; and that asylums where patients could
reside voluntarily should be established as half-way houses between admission and
discharge.80 Once again, only a few ofthe Society's ideas were adopted. It obtained an
improvement in medical certificates, and also a clause that in cases of death, the
registrar should report to thecoronerwhen therewasreasonable cause forsuspicion.81
76This was always a major objective ofthe Society. It had, in fact, been proposed in 1828, but was struck
out of Gordon and Ashley's bill by the Lords.
77 8 and 9 Vict clOO, ss 24, 45, 46, 48, 55, 56, 106, and 105. In view ofthe mental fragility ofpatients on
discharge, his clause extending the time limits within which they could bring cases ofillegal confinement to
court was particularly useful.
78 The protection of patients' property automatically once admitted, the establishment of half-way
houses with voluntary confinement, written justification for a detention by the signer of an order of
admission, and increased visitation. Perceval (1846), op. cit., note 35 above, letters V, VI, and VIII.
79J. T. Perceval, Hintsfor the abolition ofprivate lunatic asylums andfor areform ofthe laws respecting the
seizure and confinements of persons alleged to be of unsound mind, London, 1853, p. 4. (Found in
PRO/H045/OS/7102.)
80Ibid., pp. 1-4.
81 16 and 17 Vict c96, ss 10 and 19.
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These gains seemmeagre reward forthe Society'scampaign, butithadsownthe seeds
foranumberofotherchangesbyitspreoccupationwiththeadmissionprocessandthe
rights ofpatients once incarcerated.82 Its continuingpersistence was finally rewarded
in 1859, when an ally, Mr Tite83 presented a petition to Parliament, which led to a
Select Committee on Lunatics. Some historians have depicted this as the Society's
greatest achievement, but the latter perceived it as a major disappointment.84 Taking
advantageofawaveofhostility towards thelunacy lawsaroused bythreecourtcases,
the Society had hoped to force the Home Secretary, S. H. Walpole,85 into
wide-reaching changes. In 1862, Saumarez wrote to Walpole's successor, Sir George
Grey, "you are perhaps not aware that the Hon. S. H. Walpole introduced the Bill of
1852-3 and was naturallyjealous ofits frightful working beingexposed-and for this
same reason he packed the 1859 Committee and was elected Chairman instead ofMr
Tite who moved for the appointment ofthe Committee. As Chairman he prevented
such evidence being adduced as would have exposed the abuses."86 Key witnesses
Percevalwishedtointroducewerenevercalled,mostimportantofwhomwasDrCoxe,
theScottishLunacyCommissionerwhosupportedtheSocietyinadvocatingtheGheel
system of boarding out voluntary patients. This was in direct opposition to
Shaftesbury's English Board.87
Nevertheless,Walpole's BillsandtheSelectCommittee's Reportreflecttheextentto
which the Society's ideas had influenced government thinking. Walpole's Care and
Treatment Bill, whilstavoidingthemainissuebehindtheALFS'scampaign, ajudicial
hearing for every patient before admission, did propose, as Perceval had suggested,
that all those detained should be visited within seven days and an independent report
sent to the Commission.88 The Society was, in fact, wrong to blame Walpole's
obstructionism for its lack ofsuccess in 1859, as he voted for many ofits proposals
when the Select Committee's Report was prepared. Rather, this Report fell by the
wayside through the demise of the Tory government. When the Committee was
considering Bolden's scheme to have amagistrateexamine allcertificates (as opposed
to all patients) before admission, Walpole cast a deciding vote in favour, in direct
opposition to Colonel Clifford (Tory MP and Lay Lunacy Commissioner) and Sir
82 TheSocietyalsoobtainedseveralclausesintheScottish LunacyAct20and21 Victc71 (1857)through
its contacts with the Lord Advocate, notably the suggestion that clergy should visit local asylums on a
regular basis. Also the enactment that before an admission, the relatives should sign a statement about the
case,which,togetherwithtwocertificates, wouldgotothelocalsheriff, tomakeanorder. (Itisinterestingto
notethatin 1983,MINDwasopposedtorelativesbeingallowed tosignfortheconfinementofpatients.)The
above measure also permitted the voluntary confinement of nervous patients for up to six months.
83 Sir William Tite 1798-1873. Architect; MP Bath 1855-73; FRS 1835. (See DNB.)
84 As achievement: Hunter and Macalpine, op. cit., note 35 above. As failure: PRO/H045/OS/7269,
Saumarez to Sir George Grey, 16 May 1862.
85 Spencer Walpole married Perceval's sister Isabella.
86PRO/HO45/OS/7269.
87 Forinformation onthe Gheel system, seeJohnWebster, 'Notes on Belgian lunatic asylums,including
the insane colony ofGheel', J. psychol. Med. ment. Path., 1857, 10: 50-78 and 209-247; Henry Stevens,
'Insane ColonyofGheel', J. ment. Sci., 1858,4: 426-437; W. L. Parry-Jones, ThemodeloftheGheellunatic
colonyanditsinfluence onthenineteenth-centuryasylumsysteminBritain', inScull(editor), op.cit., note6
above, ch. 8.
8 PP 1859, Sess. 1, II,p. 117, ss 13and20. KnownastheExaminers Bill. IttookuptheSociety'sideathat
within three months, a patient's detention should be reviewed (s 14).
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George Grey.89 That the ALFS failed to appreciate his contribution reflects not only
the limited extent to which it was consulted, but also its ability to alienate even
potential allies.
Thisrebuffin 1859heralded ataperingdownoftheSociety'swork, buttheinfluence
of its ideas continued. Shaftesbury fought a strenuous rearguard action against the
rising tide ofbeliefthat all should be afforded ajury trial ormagisterial hearing before
admission, but this was finally enacted in 1890, four years after hisdeath.90 Similarly,
the voluntary admission ofsome patients, free passage ofmail, employment ofboth
sexes together on the nursing staff, and the licensing of nurses all came later.
Unfortunately, theywere adopted in apiecemeal fashion, ratherthan in aprogramme
as the Society had intended, making it difficult to attribute any direct influence. It has
also meant that the Society has beenprominent only forits interest in certification. Its
use of MPs and government went beyond merely obtaining legislative enactments,
however, to a more educative role.
Wakley, for instance, used his position as a coroner to impart the ALFS's views. In
1848, duringone inquest, before agallerypacked with Societymembers and thepress,
he publicly criticized two Commissioners on defects in the Lunacy laws, utilizing the
Society's arguments.91 He also assisted with the advocacy ofindividual cases, helping
obtain the return ofone patient from confinement in Ireland and acting as a medical
witness at his court hearing. In 1847, he led a vigorous parliamentary attack on the
Commission over its handling of a scandal at Haydock Lodge Asylum.92 But his
involvement was a mixed blessing. He parted company with other Society members
where supremacy ofmedical men in this field was at stake, wishing to legitimate their
influence whenever possible. In 1847, when Duncombe supported one of Perceval's
Bills, Wakley sidedwiththeCommission's representatives intheCommons, ridiculing
itscontents. TheBillaimed toaffordtheChurchagreaterroleinthecareofpatients, to
which Wakley's acerbic wit immediately found answer in the Lancet: "Lunacy", he
wrote, "isalready transferred from theprofession ofmedicine, andhanded overto the
lawyers, to an extent which is highly prejudicial to the ... honour ofmedicine. The
ideaofgivingthe Bishops afingerinthepiecould scarcely haveorginated in anyother
than the brain ofa lunatic." Evidently, Wakley's support was bought at some cost to
Society members with personal experience of mental illness.93
Other MPs also lent support in canvassing Parliament, asking for Returns,94 and
89 Grey had aproprietory interest in the Commission after nine yearsadvising it. He had also served as a
Metropolitan Lunacy Commissioner 1833-4.
90 The ALFS wanted compulsory detention under certificates to be complemented by thepossibility of
informal admission. In 1861, Dr Nesbitt, Superintendent of Northampton Hospital, wrote to Perceval
criticizing thelaw, whichignored aperson's willintheissueofconfinement, enclosing apamphletaddressed
to Shaftesbury. (PRO/H045/OS/7102). It is true that the Acts 16 and 17 Victc96, s6, and 25 and 26 VictcII,
s18 did allow some ex-patients to be received as boarders in private asylums, but this was a very limited
provision; cf. Stanley Haynes, 'Voluntary patients in asylums', paper read at the Quarterly Meeting ofthe
Medico-Psychological Association, 28 October 1869. (V & A, Forster MSS, F 37 P 23, 559, No 9.)
91 Morning Post, 24 February 1848.
92 The Times, 28 August 1864; Morning Post, 27 August 1864; Morning Chronicle, 27 August 1846.
93 Lancet, 1847, ii: 56.
94 Theonly Returns asked forbetween 1845 and 1860emanated from theSociety. They were initiated by
James Wyld in 1848, Henry Drummond in 1853, and William Tite in 1856 and 1858.
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personally aiding patients,95 but the Home Office was the Society's major ally
throughout this period. At the ALFS's insistence, it obliged the Commission to
institute severalchanges. In 1850, forexample, the Boardomitteditscustomarylistof
asylum owners from its Annual Report, which elicited an immediate complaint to Sir
George Grey, who got it restored. Keeping the Commission up to the mark was not
enoughthough,andtheSocietyhadfrequentrecoursetothecourtsinindividualcases,
when its help was invoked.
(II) USE OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM
In no othercountry than England, whereprivateindividuals perform somanyofthelocalduties
ofgovernment, would such a Society have even been imagined ... perhaps not one case in fifty
will be brought to light byitsexertions. Buteven the injustice ofthe remaining forty ninewill be
modified by its influenced. (The Atlas, 28 April 1847.)
From the outset, theALFS hadastronglegalisticbias, althoughitwasneveroverly
litigious. Its fundscould no support thecost ofregularcourtactions, and, asPerceval
remarked in 1859, it had never "pretended that cases of unjust confinement were
general, as compared with the number ofpersons confined as insane ... .the lunatic
asylumkeeperswouldbespoiling theirgameifthiswereso."96Infact, theSocietywas
conspicuous by its absence from the most celebrated cases ofdubious confinement in
the mid-nineteenth century, most ofwhich involved Chancery patients. Many ofthe
actionsitbrought sought tohighlight otherinfringments ofpatients' rights, withinthe
context oflegitimate admissions. In 1849, forinstance, two menwere sentenced to six
months' hard labour for defrauding a Bethlem patient ofhis savings.97 Nevertheless,
the Society did come across many patients who were unnecessarily, if not illegally
-detained. Inthefaceofobstructionfromasylumowners,itgenerallyresortedtotheuse
ofhabeas corpus to bring thesecases before thecourts. However, itscontactwas often
with discharged patients who wished to seek redress for their sufferings in asylums.
These cases were not generally successful in obtaining compensation, but they did
occasionproprietorsacuteembarrassment,especiallyiftheirasylumswerecriticized.98
It was the cases of illegal confinement that attracted most attention, however,
despite evidence from several noted hearings that patients found sane anddischarged
were in fact quite disturbed. The well-publicized cases ofRuck, Leech, and Turnerin
1858 and illustrate different aspects ofthis. MrsTurner, who was detained at Acomb
House, York, escaped and was recaptured in circumstances ofconsiderable brutality.
Hersurgeon, MrMetcalfe, admittedactinginagrosslyimpropermannerandyeteven
95 LordDudleyStuartisagoodexample. Hehadapersonalinterestinthesubject,havingasonwhowasa
patient ofDrs A. Morison and E. J. Seymour. Stuart looked after his own son inprivatelodgings. (RCPE,
Morison diaries, 16 and 17 May 1849). In 1848, he canvassed the Lord Advocate concerning the Scottish
Lunacy Acts (Morison diaries, 18 May 1848). In 1853, he was instrumental in obtaining an inquiry into
abuses atColneyHatch,primedbytheSociety(HCAccountsandPapers 1852-3(44)VolC,pp.45-50);and
in 1854, he brought up the case ofthe Rev. Edmund Holmes at Heigham Retreat (PRO/H045/OS/5521).
96pp 1859, Sess 2, VIII, p.15.
97 The Tunes, 18 June 1848, p. 7. The case of Manuel Pimental, heard in the Central Criminal Court.
98 Ibid., 17February 1852,p. 7,and 18 February 1852,p.8. James HillbroughtanactionagainstFrancis
Philp, proprietor of Kensington House, for illegal confinement. Hill was clearly disturbed, and the jury
found for Philp, but it also impressed on him that he should be taking a great deal more care in the
management ofhis asylum.
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Procter, a Lunacy Commissioner, expressed sympathy for him in having such an
impossiblewomantodealwith.99 Leechwasalsoaknowneccentric,whowasconfined
only after he decided to marry his servant, and relatives feared he might dissipate his
inheritance. The public, though, questioned their motives.100 In Ruck's cases, it was
agreed he was an alcoholic, but thecontroversycentred on the fact thatJohn Conolly
had issued his certificates ofRuck's lunacy after ajoint medical examination, a clear
violation ofthe law; and, more seriously, had received a free from Moorcroft House,
where he was consulting physician, for referring Ruck to them.101 These and other
cases in Chancery are interesting because they reflect, not only the shortcomings of
medical testimony, but also thepoint atwhich various groupswereprepared todefine
behaviour as insane.102
The only well-known cases the ALFS did show an interest in was that Louisa
Nottidge, anheiressplacedinanasylumtopreventherfromgivingherinheritance toa
religious sect. Chief Baron Sir Frederick Pollock created a considerable stir in the
psychiatric community with his concluding remarks in the case, when he stated the
conviction that no person should be confined on the grounds ofmental illness unless
they were a danger to themselves or others.'03 This elicited the Society's interest, as
they hoped it would end the wholesale incarceration of harmless chronic patients,
includingepilepticsandidiots,whichhadbeenoccurringforsomeyears.104Inpractice,
much oftheirwork was concerned with these defenceless groups, who were unable to
obtain help for themselves.
Between 1845 and 1863, the Societytookupthecases ofatleast seventypatients.105
Fundamental to itsphilosophy wastheconcept thatpatients should beallowed access
to legal representation, and even encouraged to seekit. Likemany localists, theywere
suspicious ofthe quasi-judicial powers afforded central Boards, such as the Lunacy
Commission, to hold private inquiries and examine witnesses on oath. In theory, the
Commission claimed that these were invariably held to decide on the merits of
proceedingfurthertothecourts, butinpractice, theywereconductedwithinalegalistic
framework, whilst riding roughshod over the rules ofevidence and prejudicing some
patients' cases before they received a proper hearing. The Society complained that
there was no representation for patients at these hearings, and no appeal from them,
except totheHomeSecretary, whowouldreferthematterbacktotheCommission.106
99 V & A Forster MSS, 48 F 65, Procter to Forster, letter dated 29 August 1857.
100 For details see, J. L. and B. Hammond, op. cit., note 6 above, p. 205.
101 See A. Scull, 'John Conolly: a Victorian psychiatric career', in Bynum and Porter (editors), op. cit.,
note 38 above, vol. 1, p. 45.
102 InAnaddressonthelawsoflunacy, 1854,p.9,Saumarezattacked thewaydoctorsgenerallydeniedthat
lunatics were responsible for their actions in court, and yet were prepared to punish them for minor
misdemeanours in the asylum.
103 pp 1849 XLVI, p. 381. Copy ofthe letter to the Lord Chancellor from the Commissioners in Lunacy
concerning theirduties and practice under the Act 8 and 9 Vict c 100; Also J. Conolly, A remonstrance with
the Lord ChiefBaron touching the case Nottidge versus Ripley, London, Churchill, 1849.
104 TheCountyAsylum Actof1845 actuallyencouraged theincarcerationofthesegroups. SeePerceval's
remarks inhiseditionofA. L. Pearce, Poemsbyaprisoner, London, EffinghamWilson, 1851,introduction.
105 This figure is based solely on cases recorded in the Lunacy Commission's minutes. There wereclearly
others, as evidenced by the cases ofPimental and Beare, which were not mentioned by the Commission.
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Often, asylum owners would make it difficult for patients to obtain legal advice, and
the ALFS invariably had to approach the Commission when requested to act as
counsel, becauseaccesstopatientsattheirasylumhadalreadybeenrefused. Intheface
ofthese barriers, the society resolved that, wherever necessary, it would pursue cases
into court, especially when particular points of law were concerned.
Unfortunately, in attempting to overcome the obstructionist tactics of the
Commission, the Society sometimes exceeded its brief, giving opponents further
opportunities todepictitasanirresponsible andharmfulinfluence. In 1848, theALFS
was informed that a Mr Dixon was being wrongfully held at Northwoods Asylum.
Bolden came to the Board to ask for copies ofDixon's certificates, one ofwhich had
been obtained after his admission. In the meantime, Dr Fox had discharged Dixon as
"relieved", and almost immediately he was readmitted on correctly completed
certificates. Dixon subsequently wrote to the Board to say that Bolden was acting
without hissanction,107 although bythistime Boldenhadalreadyappliedforawritof
habeas corpus which then came to court. Although Dixon was found insane, the
Society's attempt to cast doubt onthevalidity ofhiscertificates, because bothdoctors
had omitted the words "duly authorised to practise" after their names, brought this
issue to public attention. Baron Alderson would notconcede that thecertificates were
thus invalidated, but following this case, the Commission promoted legislation to
ensure that medical qualifications were noted on certificates. Similarly, in 1848,
Pulverstoft, a patient at Northampton Asylum, complained that the Society had
approached the Lord Chancellor and Home Secretary against his wishes.'08 Clearly,
thereissomedisparityherebetweenbeliefinself-expression andautonomyforpatients
and such a blatant invasion of their rights, which can only be explained by an
overweening desire to expose practices at these two asylums. Nevertheless, this sort of
tactic cast doubt on the Society's veracity and methods, and cost it much support.
In general, however, the ALFS's recourse to the judiciary met with a favourable
response. abarmoeterofitssuccessisprovidedbytheAnstiebrothers' case.Thesetwo
subnormal men had beenplaced at FishpondsAsylumbytheirfather. Afterhisdeath,
greedy relatives reduced the amount being provided for their care from a trust fund,
necessitating theirremovalto thepaupersectionoftheasylum. Gilbert Boldenapplied
to the Court ofChancery for a writ de lunatico inquirendo, placing the boys under the
Court's care, to which the relatives responded with a counter-petition asking for the
family to be appointed as their protectors. In general, courts were opposed to
interfering in family affairs, but in this instance, the judge praised the Society's
106 For a more detailed instance ofthis type ofcriticism, see thecomplaints made by Bethlem's governors
about the Commission's inquiry there in 1852. Bethlem Hospital, The observationsofthe Governors upon the
report ofthe Commissioners in Lunacy to the Secretary ofState on Bethlem Hospital. London, David Balten,
1852.
107 The initial referral came from a couple with whom Dixon had lodged for several years, saying he was
not a proper person to be confined. (MH50/3, 5 July 1848.) At the time, the Lunacy Commission informed
the Home Office that Fox had made an irregularity from a misapprehension ofthe law. (MH50/3 27 July
1848). However, during the inquiry into neighbouring Fishponds Asylum in 1848, more than fifty incorrect
certificates were found atthis asylum. Theevidence taken on the inquiry into themanagement ofthe Fishponds
Private Lunatic Asylum. Bristol, Joseph Leech, 1848, found in PRO/HO45/OS/2797.
8 MH50/3, 19 May, 5, 13, 20, and 27 July, 3, 9, and 16 August.
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concerned attitude and upheld its case, nominating Bolden to protect the brothers'
financial interest.109 The sympathy of the legal profession is seen in several other
spheres aswell, notably in the Lord Chancellor's support for its appeals to the Lunacy
Commission to release certain documentation. Caption Childe's case provides a good
illustration. Childe was first confined as a single patient in May 1841, because of his
delusion that Queen Victoria was in love with him. He was placed in a cottage near
Regent'sParkunderDrE. T. Monro'scareandwassubsequentlymoved tolodgings in
Leamington Spa. In August, he was discharged from these after he appeared to have
renouncedhisbeliefs, butthefollowingyear, whenstationed in Ireland, began tomake
threats against his senior officer, Lord Raglan, and was therefore consigned to
FarnhamHouse, Dublin. Tenyearslater, Wakleyand Bernal Osborne(MPfor Dover)
had him returned to England at the Society's instigation, and placed at Hayes Park
Asylum, near London, much against his father's wishes. Initially, Bolden made a
considerable error ofjudgement in assessing that Childe was sane and competent to
manage hisaffairs."I0 Subsequently, however, he argued that Childe should either be
discharged or his long-term detention formalized by a Commission de lunatico, which
would provide some protection ofhis rights. Childe's family wanted to continue an
indefinite detention with the minimum off publicity."'I Throughout the case, the
Lunacy Commission acquiesced in William Conolly's opposition to the Society's
interference, and correspondence to and from Childe was withheld by Conolly on
several occasions, -prompting Wakley to threaten a parliamentary inquiry. More
importantly, the LordChancellor's aid was successfully invoked on three occasions, to
obtain access for legal representatives, second medical opinions, and the copying of
documentation.112TheSocietywasnot always sofortunate, andwas routinely refused
access to information on technical grounds.
The legal profession also lent the Society considerable support in its wider aims.
With ten lawyers amongst iots complement, it was well equipped,"3 notably in the
Court ofChancery. C. P. Villiers, the Free Trader, had been an examiner ofwitness
therefrom 1833 to 1852,"4 andthe Society's QC, James Russell, was also an expert in
the same court.11 Russell primarily wanted to reform Chancery, and to that end had
9 For discussion of the case see PRO/HO45/OS/2797.
110 SeePRO/HO45/OS/5490. Beforeapplying toChancery, Boldentried togetChildereleased becausehe
was "illegally" confined on Irish certificates.
III Childe's father had made an agreement with Sir George Grey that his son would only be moved from
Ireland afterconsultation between himselfand the incumbent Home Secretary. There were several features
about this case which disturbed the ALFS, particularly the fact that in May 184!, Childe was seen in the
Home Secretary's office by Sir J. Graham, Mr Hall (principal magistrate at Bow Street), and four doctors,
who agreed on his confinement. He was unrepresented at this meeting, and remained so thereafter.
PRO/HO45/OS/2726.
112MH50/7, 11 May 1854, 9 and 15 June 1854.
113 George Hansard was anequitydraftsman and conveyancer, as was RegnierWinkley Moore. Another
useful memberwas Henry Francis Richardson, whowas solicitor to a number ofothersocieties, and let out
premises cheaply to the Society.
114 Charles Pelham Villiers 1802-98. Barrister. Contemporary at Lincoln's Inn of the Lunacy
Commissioners Lutwidge and Mylne. MP Wolverhampton 1835-85. (See DNB.)
115 JamesRussell 1790-1861. BarristerwithlargepracticeinChancery. Totheprobableembarrassmentof
the Commission, hehad been aclosecolleague ofMylne's, co-editing several books onChancery with him.
(See DNB.)
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joined the Society for Promoting the Amendment ofthe Law."16 It was through the
auspices ofRussell and Saumarez that the Law Amendment Society was approached
in 1848. Itwasheadedbyformer LordChancellors Broughamand Lyndhurst, both of
whom had been heavily involved in previous lunacy legislation. They directed their
Committee on Equity toexamine thelunacylaws, anditssubsequentreport adopteda
large number oftheALFS'sproposals."17 In Decemberthe sameyear, Perceval wrote
to Sir George Grey, enclosing a printed letter he had forwarded to Brougham as
Chairman ofthe LAS. He hoped Grey would adopt some ofhis ideas in forthcoming
legislation. Perceval quoted letters from F. B. Winslow and J. Conolly to the Morning
Chronicle and Daily News respectively, which attacked the conclusions ofthe Equity
Committee. Winslow disliked the suspicion cast on asylum proprietors, and claimed
that it would be impractical for ajury todecide on the necessity ofeach admission, as
laymenwouldbeunabletodistinguishthefineshadesbetweendisturbedandderanged
intellects. Perceval, though, felt it indelicate that gentlemen who profited from
patients' detentions should be the sole arbiters ofthese supposed fine shades. He also
poured scorn on Winslow's references to habeas corpus as a safeguard, pointing out
that patients were often refused access to an attorney, or their friends left unaware of
their confinement."8
The interest taken in this issue by the LAS was a major coup for the ALFS, as the
former included eminent lawyers amongst its membership, some ofwhom were in a
position to affect the formulation oflegislation, and others its implementation. The
Equity Committee also concerned itselfwith asylum conditions and the property of
lunatics. It made reference indirectly to the Society's work inGloucester,"19 and was
firmly in favour of a "judicial" person visiting every patient soon after admission.
Other recommendations that reflect Perceval's influence were more frequent visits by
theclergy, acoroner'sinquestonallasylumdeaths, anenforcedcondition ofresidence
on proprietors, and greater attention to the plight of single patients.'20 These
suggestions added to theincreasing pressure on Shaftesbury to revise the lunacy laws,
and were supplemented by support for the ALFS's campaign to reform lunacy
proceedings in Chancery.'2' Chancery had been responsible for the care of some
lunatics and idiots since the middle ages. The king's authority had been vested in
several courts,122 but the property of lunatics had constantly been embezzled and
frittered away. Blackstonedenied thatthelawwasabused, butthereundoubtedly was
some basis for the reputation that Chancery had acquired.'23 A system had evolved
116 Hereinafterreferred toasthe LawAmendmentSociety(LAS). Henry Drummond wasalso amember.
117 Report ofthe Committee on Equity on the Law Respecting Lunacy, London, 1848.
118PRO/H044/52 Perceval to Sir George Grey, 21 December 1848.
119 Report ofthe Committee on Equity, pp. 15-16.
120 Alsomentionedwere: aregisterofkeepers,agreaterstrictnessingrantinglicences,andthereductionof
costs in Chancery proceedings.
12 WilliamCarpenter 1797-1874. Writerandeditor. Carpenterwasappointed Hon. Sec. oftheChancery
Reform Association 1851-3. (See DNB.)
122 'An ActTouching Idiots and Lunatiques', promulgated on 13 October 1653, forinstance, stated, "the
persons of idiots and lunatiques have received much damage, and their estates been much wasted and
spoiled, since the four and twentieth day ofFebruary, One thousand six hundred and forty five (on which
date the Court ofWards and Liveries, which had the care and protection ofsuch persons was voted down)
occasioned by the not settling of a way since the dissolution of the said court, for passing the Bills."
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wherebyinterestedpartiespetitioned theLordChancellortoinquireintothecondition
of an alleged lunatic. If there was a case to answer, he would a writ de lunatico
inquirendo to the sheriffofthe patient's county and the case would be tried before a
jury. If the inquisition stood, his person and property were assigned to the care of
Committees ofthe Person and the Estate. Often, these committees were vested in one
person.'24 This was an expensive process, and most commissions were put in suit
concerningchronicpatients,whowereentitledtolargeestates.Therewasprovision, by
supersedeas, toreversethisprocess, butitwasrarelyinvokedbecause ofthelong-term
illness of the patients involved.
The campaign against Chancery was led by Saumarez, who had bitter personal
experience ofthiscourt. His brothers Paul and Frederick had been placed under it by
their father, but Richard was denied access to them refused permission to arrange
second opinions from an independent doctor, and not kept informed when they were
moved.'25 Together with Bolden, Saumarez made repeated attacks on the endless
expense of Chancery proceedings, which involved applications to the Masters in
Lunacy, numerous affidavits and depositions, and fees for the preparation of all
documents.126 They also criticized the fact that membership of Committees of the
Person and Estate were bought and sold as investments, and the scandal that these
bodies were not held accountable for their financial dealings.127 Former Lord
Chancellors Lyndhurst and St Leonards supported this campaign, as did Brougham,
who had long believed that visitation ofChancery patients by the Lord Chancellor's
Medical Visitors was inadequate.128 Saumarez went so far as to allege that the
Chancellor's Secretary ofLunatics actually falsified the Medical Visitors' reports,129
and argued strongly for an amalgamation of this Board ofVisitors with the Lunacy
Commission. Both administrations strenuously opposed such a move, although it
might well have ensured some basic protection for Chancery patients within the
minimum standards ofcare set up by the latter. The ALFS clearly believed that the
Lunacy Commission could mitigate the worstpractices ofChancery, but Shaftesbury
knew that he would never get the willing co-operation of Chancery in such a joint
enterprise. Despite its failure to obtain this unified service, the Society ensured a
lengthydebateonthesubjectin 1859,andundoubtedlyinfluencedsubsequentchanges
in 1862,includingincreasedvisitationbytheMedicalVisitors,reductionintheexpense
123 Dickens described it as having "its decaying houses and its blighted lands in every shire, its worn out
lunatic in every madhouse, and its dead in every churchyard." His lampooning of the proliferation of
comrplex administrative procedures was entirely accurate. Charles Dickens, Bleak House, ch. 1.
l24 These committees had to pay a bond, calculated on the estate, as a recognisance ofgood behaviour.
Analysis of these suggests that many estates were gradually reduced in value. (PRO/J/103/1, 2, and 3.)
125 Saumarez, op. cit., note 43 above. p. 14.
126 pp 1852-3,XXV, 547. ThesereturnsonChanceryfeesgivesomeideahowcostlyproceedingscould be.
Saumarezspentover£600onhisbrothers'case,including: £25foranappointmentofnewcommittee,£17for
varying the maintenance, £11 for preparing leases, and £17 for grants ofcustody.
127 Brougham tried to make them accountable in 1833. See PRO/LCO/l1/1-last document in the file,
dated 22August 1833; Seealso, PP 1859, Sess. I, III, pp. 256-269. In onecase, Drax vsGrosvenor, theLord
Chancellor ordered that an account be produced, and he was overturned by the House of Lords.
128 See, PRO/LCO/II/I Lord Brougham's letter dated 22 August 1833.
129 PP 1859, Sess. 2, VII, p. 4.
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of application for a Commission, more accountability for Committees, and a
clarification of the respective jurisdiction of the two bodies.130
TheimportanceoftheseachievementsandtheSociety'sotherworkinthecourtswas
that it continually posed questions about the adequacy oflong-term care, whether in
asylums, workhouses, orprivatelodgings. Itwasalsotheonlygrouppreparedtobring
test cases to court in this area ofcivil liberties. Most Victorians preferred to keep the
subject outofthepubliceye. Opposition totheALFS'sdesireforacourthearingprior
toadmissionsprangfrommotivesotherthansocialdelicacy,however. TheSocietyhad
researched legal systems widely, pointing out that in France, Belgium and Prussial3l
patients were onlyconfined after ajudicial inquiry. Shaftesbury remained opposed to
borrowing any scheme connected with the continental autocracies. Of the French
conseil de famille, whereby a patient's family met the local magistrates to discuss
certification and admission, he said in 1859, "ifyouread accounts ofthe system ... in
France you would think that nothing could be more perfect... I think it is very
doubtful if it is so."132 There is little evidence, however, that he ever examined the
practicality offoreign systemsclosely. Rather, he subscribed strongly totheprevailing
belief that early admission was of vital importance to future cure, and felt a court
hearingwasinimicaltothis. ShaftesburyalsorefusedtoconsiderPerceval'ssuggestion
that many patients could be admitted voluntarily, by-passing this difficulty. In thus
appealing to a court hearing, the ALFS placed great faithin the local magistracy, and
juries.
(III) THE LOCAL MAGISTRACY
In theprovinces, thelocal Quarter Sessions wereresponsible forappointing visitors
to bothpublic andprivate asylums, and itwas to these visitors that the Society turned
for help. This might appear surprising in view ofPerceval's earlier comments about
magisterial sloth and ignorance, and the ALFScertainly received a mixed response to
its overtures. Perceval's faith in localjustice wasmainly based on thejury system, but
he acknowledged that he had to work with the magistracy. Where inspection was
concerned, he would have preferred to see local clergy doing the bulk ofthe visiting,
believing that they would not come in as officials "representing the locks and keys
which separate the patients from society, but come in as part ofthe neighbourhood,
andrepeatalittleofthegossipoftheday,anditwouldseemtosupplyaconnexionwith
society."133 Theidea ofmore"open" institutionswas one the Societyalwayspursued,
anditsawregularadmissionoftheclergyandpublicasarealsafeguardagainstabuses.
Given the existing structure, however, the Society worked hard to promote more
enlightened attitudes amongst local officials.
Whenever possible, members of the Society used their local connexions to exert
influence,134 and they had definite strongholds in various areas of the country,
130 25 and 26 Vict c III, The Lunatics Law Amendment Act. For further material on the argwnents
concerning amalgamation of the two, see PRO/LCO/1/64-67.
131 Perceval was a personal friend of the Editor of Elberfelder Zeitung, who sent him debates in the
PrussianChambers onLunacy, andwhomhehad visited. In 1850, theSocietylobbied the USAmbassador,
Mr Lawrence, seeking information. They also promoted the system used in Jersey.
132 PP 1859, Sess. I, III, p. 3.
133 pp 1859, Sess. II, VII, p. 44.
134 Perceval, Saumarez, and Bailey did this through their Poor Law positions.
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including Bath, Northampton, Kent, Bristol, and Suffolk. Tracing the spread oftheir
influence is difficult, except by means of specific examples. In 1848, they provided
vigorous support to thecampaign ofPurnell B. Purnell, alocalreformerandchairman
ofthe Gloucester Quarter Sessions.135 Prompted by the Society, Purnell instituted a
detailed inquiry into Fishponds Asylum, Bristol, previously considered amongst the
leading institutions in the private sector. Many minor illegalities were discovered,
coupled with palpable neglect and cruelty. Throughout 1848/49, the effects of this
inquiry were exploited. Local asylum proprietors objected strongly to this outside
interference, and in 1849, the owner of Longwood House, Bristol, complained that a
visiting magistrate, J. A. Gordon, had brought Perceval to the asylum on a visitation,
and together they had inspected and personally examined several patients.136 The
LunacyCommission, whoseprimaryconcern wasnotwith the good beingeffected, but
with the establishment ofa precedent thatjustices could introduce an outsider whilst
carrying out their official duties, expressed disapproval and reported the matter to the
Home Secretary. In its Annual Report the following year, the Commission afforded
the Gloucester magistrates scant praise for their actions, and, ofcourse, there was no
mentionoftheALFS's rolein thesweepingimprovements thatwere made. In 1850, the
Society set up a testimonial to Purnell which was well subscribed, and the Medical
Times expressed the hope that other counties would copy this example.'37
Evidencethat Purnell'swork,andindirectly the Society's, at Fishponds, Brislington,
Ridgeway, and Longwood reached a wider audience can be found in correspondence
to the Commission from a father complaining about the cruel treatment ofhis son at
West Malling Asylum in Kent. He referred to Purnell, and listed a number ofreforms
he would like to see, all ofwhich came directly from the Society's canon: a coroner's
inquest on all asylum deaths; proprietors appointed by thegovernment; more controls
over private asylums; proprietors to spend more time with their patients; and a
reduction in the turnover ofattendants.138 This transmission ofideas can be found in a
number ofcounties both directly and indirectly. In Kent again, for instance, Perceval
corresponded with Lord Marsham, Chairman of the Quarter Sessions and a county
asylum visitor. His letters were full of advice and useful criticism. He suggested a
reduction of the long hours patients spent in bed, and opposed enlargement of the
asylum, referring Marsham to articles on the subject.'39 He also floated the idea of
cottage asylums on the model ofGheel in Belgium. The ALFS had long believed that
half-way houses should be built where patients could stay before the need for formal
admission arose or which could act as intermediary places ofrefuge on discharge from
asylums. It was not alone in promoting the above schemes, but it was rare to find them
being advanced as a package. Although some influence can clearly be inferred from
subsequent developments at Kent, direct attribution is not possible. Following
135Perceval had previous contacts with the Gloucester bench, having worked with the Rev. Edward Leigh
Bennett, a visiting magistrate, to secure the discharge of William Bailey from Fairford House in 1842.
136MH50/4, 9 August 1849. See also PRO/HO34/9, 19 December 1849.
137 Medical Times, 28 January 1851. For the advertisement itself, see The Sun, No. 17,972, 1 May 1850.
138 MHfi1/44A, Letters from J. B. Player to the Commissioners dated 10 February and 11 May 1851.
139 Kent CRO, the Marsham Papers, U1515/OQ/L2, Perceval to Marsham, letters dated 10 May and 19
June 1858.
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Perceval's comments, enlargement ofthe asylum was strenously opposed, and some
years later, a system ofdetached cottages in the grounds was set up for convalescent
patients.
The Society tried to educate local officials in other counties, and found that many
were woefully ignorant. At Pickering, Yorks, the local Poor Law guardians were
unaware that they were entitled to visit their lunatic paupers in the County Asylum,
and Bolden remarked in 1859, that many magistrates had not heard of the Society
when itcontacted them.140 Inmanycounties, the Societyfounditexceedingly difficult
to obtain a list ofthe visiting magistrates,141 and even when the local authorities were
aware of their legal obligations, both Society and Commission found that Town
Councils and Poor Law guardians ignored them.
AtBath, Saumarez, fromhisposition ontheCouncil,carriedoutalongfightagainst
the local workhouse ward for lunatics. Bath sent its acute patients to the County
Asylum atWells,142 and refused to build its own asylum, preferring to retain chronic
patients and idiots in specialist workhousewards.'43 Saumarez's concerns wentmuch
further, however, than merely ensuring that Bath observed its obligation to build an
asylumforitsownpaupers. Manyothertownsandboroughsignoredthisduty. Hewas
keen to ensure a proper level of care for pauper patients in the existing workhouse
facility. Saumarez complained that there was no classification of the 135 idiotic,
epileptic, and insane inmates there, no resident superintendent, no control over the
nurses ofwhom there was an inadequate number, and a deficiency in the number of
dayrooms. HehadarunningbattlewithR. T. Gore,thevisitingsurgeon,'"whodenied
the above allegations and was at a loss to explain Saumarez's four-year campaign to
enlargetheairinggrounds, inviewoftheir"spaciousness". DespiteGore'sdenials, the
Commission found substantial evidence of abuse and neglect. In 1859, Saumarez's
complaints led to the sacking ofJohn Cave, an attendant who had been stealing from
thepatients, and furthercorrespondence in the 1860sled toeffective pressurefromthe
Commissionersforchange.145Similarcampaignswerecarriedoutelsewhere,butinthe
face of intractable vested interests, the ALFS often had to resort to more forceful
methods to publicize their work.
(IV) THE PRESS, LECTURES, AND PUBLIC MEETINGS
Like most pressure groups the ALFS made what use it could ofmedia coverage,
possessing several useful outlets. Wakley's Lancet regularly carried articles criticizing
the practice ofdoctors who hired out attendants forprivatenursing oftheinsane, and
140 PP 1859, Sess. I, HI, pp. 230/1 and p. 216.
141 Ibid., p. 215. Lists ofthese were first published for the whole country following Mr. Tite's request in
Parliament in 1858. PP 1859, XXII, 175.
142 The Commission took exception to the contract under which this was done, because it had never
approved it. (Bath City Record Office, MSS on Lunacy, lettersdated 27January 1855 and 23 August 1858.
See also PRO/HO45/OS/6589, letters dated 4, 12, and 19 August 1858.
143 The latter were built in 1857 with the Poor Law Board's blessing, but without consulting the Lunacy
Commission. Saumarezdid,however, informWalpoleofthisviaPerceval. (PRO/HO45/OS/6589 Saumarez
to Perceval 26 October 1858.)
144 It is clear that Gore and the mayor were working together against Saumarez. Bath City Records,
Lunacy MSS, letter from Gore to the mayor, 1 August 1862.
45 Tite also took part in this campaign, writing to Grey. Ibid., 23 December 1862.
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made use of physical coercion with patients. Often, these pieces contained some
accreditation totheSociety,146whichalsoreceivedsupportfromothermembers. Peter
Borthwick147 was editor of the Morning Post, James Russell co-edited the Annual
Register, and William Carpenter the Sunday Times. Others merely contributed by
forwarding letters to various papers andjournals, although several, like the Medical
Times, were inconsistent in their coverage.148 Generally, the issue of illegal
incarceration of the sane brought a chorus of support, but other suggestions for
improvements often attracted derision.
In order to counter adverse publicity, the Society also promoted its views through
public meetings and lectures, which were often poorly attended. These were held to
mount specific campaigns in Parliament,149 but the Society also used them in
conjunction with attacks on particular institutions. Their assault on Northampton
Hospital is typical in this respect. An old subscription hospital, Northampton had
failed to keep pace with the innovations in county asylums. The ALFS attempted to
publicize the illegal admission ofa patient there in 1848, and had long suspected the
existence of abuses.'50 In July 1857, their allegations led to the sacking of three
attendants, although evidence as to Dr Nesbitt's drunkenness was omitted from the
LunacyCommisssion's report to the HomeOffice. The local magistrates subsequently
exonerated Nesbitt in their own inquiry. A year later, the Society obtained another
inquiry, after pressure on the Home Office and Commission following a death at the
asylum. Perceval produced witnesses (patients) and conducted theirexamination, but
nothing was proved. Finally, unable to get the case reopened, Perceval resorted to a
campaign in the local press and delivered a lecture "against" the hospital in
Northampton Town. This hadthe desired effect when newstaffwere appointed, and a
fresh treatment regime, in line with the Commission's views, was instituted.'5'
Theuseofpublicmeetings and lectures appealed toPerceval's extrovertpersonality,
anditisclearthatattimesthehorrorofhis ownexperience and feeling ofrejection was
indiscriminately applied to the situations of those he was trying to help. The
atmosphere at his lectures bordered on the histrionic, with ex-patients freely making
serious allegations againstasylums like Hanwell and Colney Hatch. Even thepresence
of such doctors as Conolly and Lockhart Robertson did not deter them.-It was a
differentmatterwhen the Society's supporters attended othermeetings. WilliamCole,
ex-patient of Fisherton House, told Perceval he had been frightened to address a
146 Lancet, 1847,i: 82; 1848, i: 433, 678; 1852,ii: 13.
147 Peter Borthwick 1804-52. MP Evesham 1835-47. Barrister 1847. Editor, Morning Post, 1850-52. (See
DNB.)
148 The Society could not rely on favourable coverage in the medical journals. Compare, for instance,
Med. Times,1848-49, 19: 68, with ibid., NS. 2: 4 January 1851.
149 E.g. themeeting held on 28 March 1848 at the British Coffee House to prepare a petition asking for a
SelectCommittee. Seeadvertisementsin The Times,25and28 March 1848;Alsomeetingon1 February 1859
at Exeter Hall. See Morning Post, 3 February 1859; and Br.med. J., 1859, i: 116-117.
50MH50/3. Entries between 19 May and 27 July 1848 for Mr Pulverstoft.
151 MH50/9, 8 July-31 August 1858. One ofthe governors tried to discredit Perceval by arguing that his
historyofmental illness implied that "his sympathies with the insane are ofavery morbid character and his
judgment to the last feeble and weak." (Northampton Herald, letter to the editor from George Robinson, 4
September 1858. Cf. ibid., 28 August 1858 for text ofPerceval's lecture. A complete account can also be
found in PP 1860, LVII, 959.)
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meetingchaired by Shaftesbury incase "hisexpressions might be taken advantage of,
inhisstateofpovertytoshuthimupagain."152Therewasaveryrealdangerofthis,as
he had already been apprehended from outside the Commission's offices on one
occassion. Perceval was undeterred, and the personal nature ofmany of his attacks
ruined what reputation the Society might have gained for objectivity. It is not clear
exactly where the boundary between Perceval's role as a private citizen and as a
memberofthe Society lay, butinputtingforwarditsideashewasalsoventinghis own
frustrationswithsocietyandconvention. Nevertheless,theideasstillshonethrough. In
1850,Percevaldeliveredalectureintendedtoredressaloopholeinthelaw,whichfailed
toempowertheauthorities toapprehendawanderinglunaticifhewasnotapauper. It
took place at the King's Arms, Kensington, and centred on the case of Lieutenant
Frederick Mundell, an army officer whose persecutory beliefwas that his promotion
haddeliberatelybeenblocked.153MundellspentmostofhistimewanderinginLondon
seekingredressfromQueenVictoria,Wellington, andLordRaglan. Hewasthoughtto
bepotentially dangerous, and two detectives wereassigned to follow himeverywhere.
As a result ofdefects in the law, Mundell had spent three periods in prison, before a
relative was finally persuaded to sign an order for his confinement in Wyke House.
Perceval spared no one in his attack on the authorities, likening Richard Mayne, the
PoliceCommissioner, toaserpentcrawlingalloverMundell, andcallingforthepolice
to be placed under the control of the ratepayers and not used as spies like those in
France and Russia. Clearly, Perceval exaggerated the wrongs done to Mundell, and
made light of his evident disturbance.154 Nevertheless, his actions, which included
writing to and seeking interviews with Mayne and the Home Secretary, added to
pressure thepolicewerealreadyexerting ontheLunacyCommissionandgovernment,
and contributed materially to the enactment ofclauses in 1853 to rectify the law.155
It is difficult to estimate exactly how extensive the ALFS's activities were, because
public meetings constituted only a small part ofits activities, but it certainly became
identified as a repository forcomplaints concerningpsychiatricpractice from all over
thecountry. Inanumberofinstances,itmonitoredparticularinstitutionsoveraperiod
ofyears,156andconsistentlydrewattention toabusestheCommission wasunawareof
despite itsinspections. What then was the Society's importance, and how should it be
assessed in the light of its relationship with the psychiatric establishment and
Shaftesbury's Board?
CONCLUSION
Following the 1859 SelectCommittee, the Societycontinued toapproachthe Home
Office and Commission forseveral years, butitsactivities came to anaturalendin the
152 PRO/HO45/OS/7102 letterPerceval to Clive, 27 May 1861. See also V & A Forster Papers, 48 E 32,
Procter to Forster, 11 April 1862.
153 For detailed correspondence on this case see PRO/MEPOL/289, and MEPOL/3/20 and 21.
154Mundell carried pistols about with him, went to bed with his boots on, slept indiscriminately with
prostitutes, exposed himself to his landlady, and became passionately angry when he lost his belongings.
155 See PRO/HO45/OS/2222 for Police and Lunacy Commissioners' correspondence with the Home
Office.
156This was true ofboth Hanwell and Colney Hatch, as well as Northampton Hospital. For Colney see
PP, HC, Accts and Papers, 1852-3, (44), vol C, pp 45-50, and MH50/10, 1 August 1860.
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mid-i860swiththedeathsofkeymembers. Boldendiedin 1864,andSaumarezin 1866.
In addition, Percevalhad lost three brothers between 1856 and 1861, and one suspects
that theappointmentofhisnephewCharles SpencerPercevalasthe Lord Chancellor's
secretary in 1866, and later as secretary ofthe Lunacy Commission, finally gave him
somepeaceofmind.157AssessmentoftheSociety'simpactisnoteasy. Iproposehereto
examine reactions to the Society from themedical profession andCommission, before
attempting a final appreciation.
Medical practitioners certainly viewed the Society with a mixture ofapprehension
and admiration. In the 1850s, T. H. Tuke, owner of Manor House, Chiswick, told
Perceval, after his visit to the Chartist leader Feargus O'Connor,158 "I assure you I
wouldratherseethedevilinmyasylumthanyou." Thisfeelingwasinspiredbythefact
thatPerceval hadalreadycosthimapatient worth£300pa,159 and isrepresentative of
the trouble this Societyvisited on many asylums. In 1857, itcomplained ofcruelties at
Fisherton House, to which the Commission replied, on investigation, that it was
satisfiedwithDrFinch'sunqualifieddenialoftheallegedabuses. GivenFinch'srefusal
to assist and the Commission's response, the Society abandoned its inquiry. A year
later, however, the Commission castigated Finch for using a "ducking bath" and for
generally neglecting to spend time with his patients, leaving themmostly in the hands
ofattendants. 160 Often, doctors highlighted the Society's intrusive methods, as a way
ofgaining the Board's support,'6' but frequently, theirmotives stemmed from fearof
exposure, rather thanconcern for thepatients' welfare. The Board was often forced to
act by the weight ofevidence the Society produced, but it disliked having to dance to
the latter's tune. Occasionally, in attempting to avoid this, the Commission missed
important cues. In 1851, Mr Watson, the proprietor of Heigham Retreat, Norwich,
asked the Board whether he was obliged to answer the society's inquiries about a
patient, and presumably elicited the hoped-for response that it was open to his
discretion. Later, substantial irregularities were uncovered at Heigham, but only
thanks to Lord Dudley Stuart, who brought up the issue in Parliament for the
Society.162
Many practitioners, however, did believe that the Society served a useful purpose.
Dr Nesbitt, who had less reason than most to support it after its attacks on
Northampton, wrote toPerceval in 1861 aboutthe needfor an actlegalizingvoluntary
admissions. He remarked, "I deem you to be the great pioneer to whom we are
'57 Dudley Montagu 1856, Spencer 1859, and Frederick James in 1861. Charles Spencer was Dudley's
eldest son. The connexions of the Perceval family with the subject oflunacy seem quite endless. In 1870,
Spencer's widow sold Elm Grove Asylum, Ealing, to the East India Company. It is not clear how long she
had owned the asylum. (India Office Library and Records, Hailebury Records J-K, L/Mil/9.) 158 pp 1859, Sess. 2, VII, p. 22.
159 Thispatientwasremoved bytheCommissioners following Perceval's allegations ofneglect, MH50/10,
17 November 1858.
0Compare entries in the Board's Minutes, MH50/8, 11 March 1857, and MH50/9, 30 March 1858.
161 In April 1854, William Conolly claimed that Bolden's frequent visits and correspondence were
upsetting Captain Childe, and interfering with his treatment at Hayes Park. Onemight ask though why the
Commission allowed such an unsavoury character to practise at all? Three yearsearlier, they had refused to
renewConolly's licencebecause hehad takenunwarrantable sexual liberties with a femalepatient. (MH50/7,
27 April 1854, and MH50/5, 17 December 1851.)
162 MH50/5, 10 April 1851. Also PRO/HO45/OS/5521. Correspondence re the Rev. Holmes. In fact, the
Board was aware ofprevious irregularities, as a doctor was forced to leave in 1849 aftergetting onepatient
pregnant and assaulting another, MH50/3, 11 January 1849.
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indebted for the initiation of various beneficial changes, I wish to ask whether you
could through your parliamentary influence, obtain a glimmering into the future as
sketchedbymeintheaccompanyingmemorandum."'163 G. S.Ogilviewasanotherwho
sought the Society's help to promote such a scheme after being hounded by the
Commission for takinguncertified voluntary boarders.164 Such supporters could be a
mixed blessing, especially if, as seems likely, they were only seeking their own
advantage in obtaining patients who would have no protection in the form ofofficial
certification and visitation. In 1859, the private asylum owners within the Asylum
Officers Association invited Bolden topresent the Society'sproposals attheirmeeting
to discuss Walpole's bills, and a few ofthese were adopted. At this meeting, Conolly,
who had come to believe that public asylums were exhibiting many of the faults
foreseenbyPerceval, arguedthatmorenoticeshouldbetakenoftheSociety'sviews,165
andothershadclearlygiventhoughttoitsschemesasoutlinedinWalpole'sbills. Butit
was the Commission ultimately that the Society had to influence.
The Society's importance lies in the wide panorama of ideas it laid before
Shaftesbury's Board. Unrestrained by thetraditions ofbureaucratic office, it was free
to explore a variety of alternatives for care of the insane, many ofwhich were too
visionary or impolitic to stand achance ofimplementation. Thedifficulty it faced was
theblinkeredperspectiveoftheCommissionandofShaftesburyinparticular.166Some
Commissioners showed themselves favourable to the Society's policies, but were
restrained by the general tenor of Board policy from expressing this. Among the
interesting ideasalreadymentionedwerethelicensing ofattendants, sealedpostboxes
in asylums, and increased contact between the sexes within each institution. These
ideas could have contributed materially to the welfare ofpatients, and all resurfaced
later. All three had advantages that appealed to the Commission and even to the
medical profession. The first might have prevented the high turnover ofattendants in
most asylums and discouraged poorer applicants, the second would have ensured the
privacy ofpatients' communications, preventing abuse, and the third ought to have
reduced the dreary institutionalization of asylum life. Unfortunately, all possessed
disadvantages which a cautious bureaucracy could not gainsay. The first constituted
an interference in private enterprise and the principle of laissez-faire, the second
offended medical control of affairs in the asylum, and the last was inimical to
Shaftesbury's moral beliefs.
Shaftesbury,)with his overly sensitive nature, saw the Society's activities as a
standing reproach to his Commission, and therefore promoted an obstructionist
response to them, typical of the bureaucracies lampooned by Dickens in Little
163 PRO/HO45/OS/7102, Nesbitt to Perceval, 24 May 1861. Nesbitt and his wife left Northampton in
1859, and had greatdifficulty in obtaining a licence from the Commissioners. Nesbittwouldcertainly have
benefited from any moves to allow voluntary patients, and it was because ofcharacters like him that the
Commission was reluctant to permit informal admission.
164Ogilvie had been forced tomoveasylums several times, becausehekeptvoluntarypatientsillegally. In
1851, hewas refused a licence for Blythe House, Turnham Green, by theCommissioners. See PP 1859, Sess.
II, VII, p. 35. Also MH50/5, 12 June 1851.
165 j. Ment Sci., 28 February 1859, 5: 392.
166 For a description of Shaftesbury's views, see Hervey op. cit., note 64 above, pp. 181-184. Also
Finlayson op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 559-609.
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Dorrit.167 The Society was refused copies of patients' certificates on minor
technicalities, andBoldenclaimedthattheBoardactuallylaunderedthosecopiesitdid
issue. Certainly, the Society was never given one which did not provide a legal
justification for detention. The Society received shabby treatment from the Board in
other respects too. In 1858, Saumarez reported the existence of an uncertificated
patientconfined inHampshire. NormalCommissionpolicywastoprotecttheidentity
ofinformants, and yet in this case it revealed Saumarez's name as its source.168 The
sameyear, Saumarezreported thedeath ofapatient dueto ill-usage at SurreyCounty
Asylum, intimating that Perceval had alsowritten to the Home Office. A full tendays
later, one ofthe Commissioners consulted Shaftesbury, who was ofthe opinion that,
"asAdmiral Saumarezhadstatedthatthematterhadbeenbroughtunderthenoticeof
the Home Secretary, the Board should not take any step at present-but that ifany
communication was received from the Home Office, two Commissioners should at
once visit."169 Clearly, this course, whilst leaving initial investigations to the local
visitingmagistrates, mightwellbeconstructedasnegligent,nottosaydismissiveofthe
Society's information.
Despite these slights, the Commission did sometimes thank the Society for its
contributions, andthelattermustundoubtedly take someresponsibilityforthehostile
attitude ofothers. Often it lacked subtlety, inviting rejection and disparagement. The
collective membership were not entirely blameless either, in that they endorsed the
inclusionofPerceval'smoreridiculousideasinbillsandpetitions toeminentfiguresof
theday, whichnaturallydiluted theimpactoftheirotherproposals. Inanyassessment
of a pressure group, the danger lies in overvaluation ofits contribution, but in this
instance there is the added pitfall ofbecoming enmeshed in the persecutory flavour
which the Society imparted to all comment on its activities. Their undoubted
contribution was to exert continuous pressure on the Commission during its first
twenty years in office, causing constant reappraisal ofitspolicies. It was the Society's
misfortune thatmyths aboutmental illness atthis erawereprejudicial toits advanced
thinking, but it was able to provide substantial support to individual patients, and
initiateinquiriesintothemanagement ofnumerousasylums. Itsworkinseveralfields,
e.g., Chancery reform, theplight ofcriminallunatics,170 and improvementofasylums
conditions, has never been acknowledged, and altogether it deserved better support
than it attracted.
Clearly, the Society is also very significant as the first organized manifestation of
publicapprehensionaboutoperationofthelunacylaws. Althoughitdidnotfeaturein
the most celebrated cases ofwrongful confinement, its espousal offurther safeguards
in admission procedures, invoking traditional legal rights, was something that had
167 In 1859, Perceval remarked that they had never taken a liberal view of their duties, proceeding by
remedies ofcure rather than those ofprevention. See Charles Dickens, Little Dorrit, ch. 10.
168 MH50/9, 14 September 1858.
'69 MH50/10, 5 and 15 October 1858. See also MH50/13, 6 September 1864.
170 Saumarez complained in 1859 to the Select Committee that criminal patients who were transferred
from prison to asylums were often kept there after their sentences hadexpired, sometimes for up to fifteen
years. He felt they should have regular medical reviews oftheir condition and complained that the Home
Secretary and Board refused him access with a doctor to assesspatients and yet would notdischarge them
without medical evidence. (PP 1859, Sess. 2, VII, pp. 11-12.)
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appeal. McCandless's study, although demonstrating that there were few wrongful
confinements ofthe sane, did not fully highlight the situation ofmany unwell people
who were unnecessarily confined by theirfamilies.171 In 1859, J. S. Mill criticized the
"contemptible andfrightful" evidence onwhichpeopleweredeclaredunfittomanage
their own affairs. His point, and the Society's, was that medical prerogatives had
expandeddefinitions ofinsanityto apointatwhichtheyencroached ontheborders of
eccentric, immoral, and evencriminal behaviour. Roger Smith hasillustrated howthe
concept ofresponsibility was gradually eroded by alienists' medicalization ofcrime,
andtheALFSwasconcernedthatasimilarprocesswasoccuringwiththeepilepticand
mentallysubnormal. Itwascritical ofthe 1845 CountyAsylumAct,whichencouraged
theconfinementofthesegroups, seeingitasquiteunnecessaryinmostcases. However,
it was not possible for such a small group to do more than raise consciousness about
the poor level of asylum care, and question the growing faith placed in medical
expertise. Scull's work has demonstrated the element ofsocial control inherent in the
county asylum system, and-Perceval, too, made a great deal ofthis. But one suspects
that the vast majority ofthose confined were sufficiently ill tojustify detention, and
that the usefulness of an organization such as this was continually to challenge the
parameters ofmental illness laid down by others. Curiously for a movement which
often sought publicity, the ALFS did most ofitseffective work out ofthe limelight, in
constantexchanges with the HomeOfficeand LunacyCommission. Given thegeneral
lack of public interest in lunacy, it is doubtful whether the Society could ever have
attracted widespread support, but its limited followingcan be attributed inpart to the
reputation itgainedforintrusive and insensitive investigations. At times, it overstated
its case, butmoreoften than not, veryrealabuseswereuncovered, anditwould not be
an exaggeration ofthe Society's worth to say that patients' rights, asylum care, and
medical accountability all suffered with its demise in the 1860s.
171 TheALFShighlightedmanycaseslikethatofMissMackray,whomtheyreportedasunderrestraintas
alunaticinahouseinUpperHolloway, sinceherdischargebyorderoftheBoard fromElmHouse,Chelsea.
Miss Mackray was clearly ill, but not in need ofconfinement. MH50/9, 4 August 1857.
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